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1. Motivation

In the year 2012, an estimated number of 3.45 million incidences of cancer has
been reported for Europe, with 1.75 million people have died from cancer. Herein,
the most common type of cancer cases is female breast cancer with an incidence
number of 464,000. Together with colorectal, lung and prostate cancer, breast
cancer represents the majority of new cancer cases. Female breast cancer is the
major burden of cancer concerning incidence among both overall diagnosed cancer
cases (28.8 %) and mortality (16.8 %).1

It has been shown that mortality can be reduced by e�cient breast cancer
screening, so that diagnosis is crucial for a successful therapy.2 State of the art
technologies applied for breast cancer screening are imaging methods like mam-
mography, ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging. Diagnosis by imaging
technologies depends on the size of the tumor, the experience of the professionals
interpreting the obtained results and on the actual status of the patient's men-
strual cycle.2 Therefore, new innovative approaches that do not su�er from the
above mentioned disadvantages have to be found to improve the current diagnos-
tic methods. A suitable method to replace imaging technologies is the detection
of cancer biomarkers in body �uids like serum, which enables a diagnosis at the
very early stage of a malignant process development. Point-of-Care (POC) testing
by fast, low cost and easy to use instruments can improve the screening process
and is of interest for diagnosis as well as for treatment monitoring. Generally,
the term �POC diagnostics� describes biomedical testing outside of clinical labo-
ratories, which includes biosensing at the patient's home, at the doctor's o�ce, in
mobile laboratories and bed side monitoring. Thus, automated and robust anal-
ysis systems that display speci�c and sensitive results in a comprehensive format
within a short time are required.3

Further prominent examples of POC testing applications are pregnancy, dia-
betes, sepsis, malaria, tuberculosis, and HIV.3 For this purpose, immunoassays
that detect a target molecule (antigen) through the use of an antibody are al-
ready widely used. While an assay is generally de�ned as the detection of an
analyte substance, an immunoassay mimics the principle of the immune system
to identify a target molecule through an interaction with an antibody. Among
those, heterogeneous immunoassays have to be distinguished from homogeneous
assay principles.
The enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is a prominent representative

of heterogeneous assays that are currently state of the art techniques used for
immunodiagnostics. Although heterogeneous assays o�er the advantage of low
background, wide dynamic range, and high sensitivity,4 the disadvantages (labor
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intensive multiple incubation and washing cycles5) hinder the widespread use for
POC testing.
For this reason, homogeneous immunoassays that use simple �mix and mea-

sure� techniques are advantageous and increase their applicability for POC testing.
Here, the binding of an analyte to its respective partner molecule within the whole
sample solution is used for signal generation.6 Additionally, label-free assays that
directly detect a change of the measurement signal upon analyte binding minimize
the sample preparation procedure. Thus, in principle, homogeneous label-free as-
says circumvent the need of the numerous preliminary preparation steps usually
done for heterogeneous assays, which allows to shorten or even entirely skip sample
preparation procedures.7 Due to the fast three-dimensional di�usion of the ana-
lyte molecules and the capture probes within the sample solution, faster transition
to equilibrium can be accomplished compared to heterogeneous assays, which rely
on a two-dimensional di�usion of the analyte to the capture surface. Moreover,
heterogeneous assays su�er from the steric hindrance of analyte molecules binding
to �at surfaces. In summary, it can be stated that homogeneous assays are more
suitable for POC testing applications.
A biosensing method that combines the advantages of POC testing systems

with the advantages of homogeneous label-free immunoassays is of great interest
for the improvement of POC immunoassays in general, and for breast cancer
screening in particular. In this thesis a novel measurement principle ful�lling
these requirements will be presented.
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2. Introduction

The fundamental principle of a homogeneous label-free immunoassay relies on the
direct change of the measurement signal upon binding of analyte molecules to a
probe. These binding events of target molecules change the physical properties of
the probe.
The approach presented here for homogeneous real-time molecular detection is

based on nanoparticles as probes, and the generated signal originates from changes
of the hydrodynamic nanoparticle volume.8�11 The latter describes the volume of
a particle when immersed in a �uid. Functionalized nanoparticles, which will be
denoted as nanoprobes in the following, are applied and excited in an external
magnetic �eld. The measurement signal is generated by anisotropic excitations
of the conduction electrons (plasmon resonances) within the nanoprobes without
the need of an additional label. This technique is called �PlasMag� and requires
multicomponent nanoparticles that combine both anisotropic magnetic and optical
properties.
A particle type that would be suitable for the PlasMag measurement method

comprises magnetic and optical structural components like an elongated core-shell
structure with a magnetic core and a noble metal shell. While the magnetic core
with �xed magnetic moment direction enables manipulation of the nanoprobe
alignment by an external magnetic �eld, the noble metal shell allows optical de-
tection of the actual nanoprobe orientation by light extinction or scattering mea-
surements. Here, the orientation-dependent excitation of the longitudinal plasmon
mode of the nanoparticle's anisotropic noble metal shell in polarized light is used.
Liz-Marzán et al. demonstrated the orientation dependent extinction of bare gold
(Au) nanorods.12 The noble metal shell possesses di�erent additional functionali-
ties, i.e. a protection of the magnetic core against oxidation, and the possibility of
serving as a substrate layer for further nanoparticle functionalization by speci�c
antibodies against the target molecules
The measurement mode for applying the PlasMag method uses a rotating mag-

netic �eld for alignment control of the nanoparticles. Fig. 2.1 shows the rotating
magnetic �eld measurement mode in a principal sketch. The signal of interest is
the phase lag ϕ of the mean nanoprobe alignment with respect to the rotating
magnetic �eld, which is a measure of the hydrodynamic drag of the nanoprobes in
the sample solution. Binding events of analyte molecules result in an increase of
the hydrodynamic nanoparticle volume and, hence, in an increased hydrodynamic
drag that directly translates to an increased phase lag. The actual nanoprobe
orientation is measured in transmission geometry by employing linearly polarized
light and a photodetector that measures the intensity of the transmitted light por-
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tion. The latter depends on the angle α between the direction of light polarization
and the orientation of the long nanoparticle axis. Comparison of the actual mag-
netic �eld direction with the evolution of the angle α over time allows to directly
monitor changes in the hydrodynamic drag that are displayed by an altered angle
ϕ.10,11

Figure 2.1.: Illustration of the PlasMag measurement principle applying a
rotating magnetic �eld. The anisotropic magnetic nanoparticle follows the
external rotating magnetic �eld but experiences a drag torque that results in a
phase lag ϕ, which depends on the nanoparticle's hydrodynamic volume. By
applying linearly polarized light, the detected transmission depends on the
actual orientation of the nanoparticle with respect to the polarization direction,
which is determined by the angle α. By comparing the momentary orientation of
the rotating magnetic �eld to the measured transmission, the angle ϕ can be
determined.10,11

The PlasMag concept has some advantages in comparison to methods based
on similar concepts such as magnetorelaxation (MRX) or ac magnetometry-based
assays.13�15 Among those are, for example, the magnetic relaxation immunoassay
(MARIA) or the immunomagnetic reduction assay (IMR).16,17 Here, time-varying
external magnetic �elds are used in a comparable way to the PlasMag method for
particle excitation. However, the signal detection is realized via magnetic methods
by measuring the total magnetic �eld generated by the particles. As the magnetic
�eld strength drops o� rapidly with distance, relatively large concentrations of
magnetic particles have to be employed as long as easy to handle magnetic sen-
sor systems such as �uxgate senors are used.13 Higher sensitivities beyond the
nanomolar range can only be reached if more sophisticated and complex SQUID
(superconducting quantum-interference device) based sensors are applied.17 How-
ever, this sensor technology is not suitable for POC testing applications as it
requires extensive cooling by liquid nitrogen.
Another example for a comparable measurement method is the magneto-optical
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relaxation of ferro�uids (MORFF), which is based on relaxation measurements by
using the Cotton-Mouton e�ect of magnetic nanoparticles.18,19 The MORFF tech-
nique uses a separation of the magnetic excitation signal from the optical detection
signal comparable to the PlasMag principle, but su�ers from the low magnitude
of the Cotton-Mouton e�ect, which results again in the need for high nanoparticle
concentrations in the nanomolar range.18 Consequently, the achievable sensitivi-
ties are lowered.
The group of Menno Prins at the Eindhoven University of Technology uses

an approach similar to PlasMag comprising a magnetic excitation in an external
rotating magnetic �eld and optical detection of magnetic particle rotation.20 In
contrast to PlasMag, which requires elongated particles, their system is based on
spherical particles which are linked together by analyte molecules. Thus, particle
chains are formed which induce the required optical anisotropy. However, this
method is restricted to analyte molecules with at least two binding sites.
Methods that employ the plasmon resonance behavior of noble metal nanopar-

ticles alone use two di�erent ways of signal generation. Either the spectral shift
caused by the speci�c adhesion of analyte molecules onto the noble metal is de-
tected, or the spectral shift originating from a particle agglomeration caused by
analyte molecules is measured.21,22 In order to detect the small magnitude of the
spectral shift, a complex instrumentation is required, and therefore, the applica-
bility for POC measurements is reduced.
As mentioned before, nanoparticles that combine both optical and magnetic

anisotropic behavior are required for the PlasMag measurement method. At the
beginning of the PlasMag project, bare cobalt (Co) nanorods dissolved in organic
solvents have been available and were tested. These single-crystalline Co nanorods
with a �xed diameter of approximately 6 nm and adjustable length are fabricated
with precise shape and size control from organometallic precursors, and they serve
as ideal core particles for the aspired core-shell nanorods. Here, the anisotropic po-
larizability of rod-shaped particles allows to employ even bare magnetic nanorods
as probes for PlasMag measurements. Initial measurements with an external ro-
tating magnetic �eld gave proof of the basic measurement principle of the PlasMag
system (see chapter 5.4.1). However, due to the lack of a protective noble metal
shell, these particles could not be transferred to aqueous solutions without being
oxidized, which results in a loss of the required magnetic behavior.
Intermediate particles have been used as a second step to bridge the unavail-

ability of noble metal shell coated nanorods. Nickel (Ni) nanorods synthesized
by electrochemical methods have been used. These nanorods o�er the advan-
tage of being dispersable in aqueous media. The Ni nanorods have been used
to show that binding of target molecules alters the measurement signal and that
the phase lag increases as predicted by theory. Unspeci�c protein binding using
bovine serum albumin (BSA) has been shown, and the amount of bound protein
has been validated by alternative measurement methods (see chapter 5.4.2).
New fabrication procedures enabled the synthesis of Co core particles with a

Pt/Au noble metal shell that successfully protects the core from being oxidized.
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Subsequently, particle transfer from organic solvents to aqueous media is made
possible. Together with a particle dispersion stabilization technique that makes
use of an amphiphilic polymer, these nanorods can be stabilized and functional-
ized in aqueous bu�er solutions. With these nanoprobes biotin-streptavidin model
binding assays have been realized to give a �rst proof of speci�c binding detec-
tion. For the �nal proof of principle, nanoprobes with antibody functionalization
have been prepared in order to carry out measurements to detect a breast cancer
biomarker (see chapter 5.4.3).
The cancer biomarker of choice is the HER2 (human epidermal growth factor

receptor 2) protein, which is a protein belonging to the epidermal growth factor
receptor family that has the function of controlling cell growth and division.23

In case of breast cancer, approximately 25% of the patients show elevated levels
of the HER2 protein, which is due to an overexpression of the associated HER2
gene.24 HER2 is a cell transmembrane protein consisting of a part anchored to
the cell membrane and an extracellular domain that can be released from the rest
and shed into the blood stream, which results in soluble HER2 protein fragments
that can be detected in serum (sHER2).23 Fig. 2.2 shows a healthy cell with
normal levels of the HER2 gene expression, and a cancer cell with overexpression
of the HER2 gene, which results in overproduction of the HER2 protein and
fastens cancer cell growth. The clinically relevant cuto� concentration is around
15 ng/ml (or approximately 140 pM with an average molecular weight of sHER2
of 105 kDa).23,25 Siemens already o�ers an instrument that measures serum levels
of sHER2, the ADVIA Centaur, that uses two antibodies in a sandwich type
immunoassay and the chemiluminescence technique for the measurement.26 This
instrument is designed for a broad range scanning of multiple biomarkers including
markers for breast cancer, infectious disease, cardiovascular disease, etc. Due to
its large size, the instrument is not applicable for POC testing.
Generally, the PlasMag biosensing method is not restricted to breast cancer but

can be applied to any disease that can be correlated to concentration changes of a
biomarker as long as a speci�c partner molecule for binding is known. Therefore,
the sensor principle o�ers a wide range of applications. Compared to already
existing methods, it combines the advantages of being sensitive, easy to handle
and fast. Thus, it is well suited for POC testing applications.
In this thesis, an overview of the fundamental principles of the PlasMag biosens-

ing platform and an experimental proof of principle are presented. The intention
of this study is to provide a foundation of the basic principles that are used for ex-
ecuting, understanding and interpreting the obtained measurement results as well
as initial measurements demonstrating the potential of the PlasMag system for
biosensing. First, the general applicability of the PlasMag technique for biosensing
will be introduced and second, an experimental validation for the measurement
of the rotational behavior of anisotropic hybrid nanoparticles will be presented,
which made possible the detection of a speci�c breast cancer biomarker.
A basic introduction into the measurement principle and a comparison to es-

tablished similar methods has been given within this chapter. Theoretical con-
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Figure 2.2.: Her2 expression of healthy cells (a) and of cancer cells (b). The
HER2 gene is overexpressed in cancer cells, which leads to an increased number
of associated HER2 transmembrane proteins. The extracellular domain of the
HER2 protein can be released from the cell membrane and shed into the blood
stream (sHER2).

siderations on fundamental nanoparticle characteristics used to understand the
measurement principle and experimental results are discussed in chapter 3.
The experimental setup is presented in detail in chapter 4. Next, in chapter

5, the obtained results are discussed. The results of both the theoretical con-
siderations and the experimental measurements are shown there. This involves
simulation and modeling of the expected measurement signal as well as measure-
ments with the proposed sensing principle. Starting from a �rst proof of principle,
the measurement method is validated and improved step by step. Finally, the suc-
cessful detection of a breast cancer biomarker is presented.
The thesis is concluded by an outlook on future possibilities for the further

optimization and development of the measurement method.
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3. Fundamentals

The National Nanotechnology Initiative of the United States of America de�nes
nanotechnology as: �Nanotechnology is not simply working at ever smaller di-

mensions; rather, working at the nanoscale enables scientists to utilize the unique

physical, chemical, mechanical, and optical properties of materials that naturally

occur at that scale�. Moreover, the nanoscale is the �scale at which much of bi-

ology occurs� and �at which surfaces and interfaces play a large role in materials

properties and interactions�.27

One of the most prominent characteristics at the nanoscale is the surface to vol-
ume ratio of a nanoparticle, which increases with decreasing particle size. In case
of Au nanoparticles with a given unit cell parameter and given crystal structure,
the ratio of surface to volume atoms of spherical (black line) and cylindrical (red
line) particles in dependence of the particle diameter is shown in Fig. 3.1. By
neglecting the end caps of the cylinder, the ratio gets independent of the cylinder
length. By considering the end caps of the cylinder, the obtained surface to vol-
ume ratio of cylinders stays below the one of spheres as long as the diameter does
not exceed the length of the nanoparticle. Generally, spherical particles have an
increased surface to volume ratio compared to cylindrical particles.28�30

In the following chapters, the main properties of particles at the nanoscale are
discussed to the extent as they are of importance for this thesis. This includes
the magnetic, optical and hydrodynamic behavior of nanoparticles. Moreover,
each chapter on speci�c nanoparticle characteristics is commented on its ability
for biomedical applications with a focus on sensing techniques.

3.1. Magnetic Nanoparticles

3.1.1. Properties of Magnetic Nanoparticles

Magnetic Properties

Di�erent properties of bulk magnetic matter are de�ned via the speci�c mate-
rial they are composed of, the crystal structure, environmental parameters like
temperature or applied magnetic �elds and even the history of applied external
conditions. In the nanometer regime new magnetic properties occur due to the
size and the shape of the magnetic nanoparticles. The most relevant properties of
magnetic nanoparticles used for biosensing applications and for the experiments
in the present work, are discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 3.1.: Percentage of surface to volume atoms for Au spheres (black) and
cylinders (red) in dependence of the diameter. Here, the end caps of the cylinder
are not considered.

As soon as there is at least one dimension of the magnetic material in the
nanometer range, new magnetic properties appear. These are for example super-
paramagnetism, remanence enhancement, the giant magnetoresistance or ferro-
magnetism of superconducting nanoparticles.31,32

In general, magnetic nanoparticles can be divided into single-domain and multi-
domain particles (see Fig. 3.2 for the dependence of the intrinsic coercivity on the
particle diameter). Above a certain critical size, magnetic nanoparticles build up
di�erent magnetic domains, which is caused by a minimization of magnetostatic
energy.33 Below this size limit, nanoparticles exist in a single-domain state.31,33

Single-domain particles possess a saturated magnetization state with a distinct
magnetization direction, whereas multi-domain nanoparticles possess a magneti-
zation below its saturation value and multiple disordered domain magnetization
directions.33 The latter can be brought to their saturated magnetization state by
an external applied magnetic �eld larger than the demagnetizing �eld.33 The co-
ercivity value reaches a maximum at the critical size limit between single-domain
and multi-domain particles and is reduced with increasing as well as with decreas-
ing particle size.31,33 By further decreasing the particle size of a single-domain
particle below another critical value, superparamagnetism occurs.33 In this super-
paramagnetic state, the thermal energy exceeds the energy barrier for magnetic
reversal and, therefore, reverses the magnetization direction of the particle, which
leads to spontaneous �uctuations (�ips) in the magnetization direction.31,33,34 The
coercivity in this size regime is zero and no hysteresis occurs in the magnetization
curve of such an ensemble of particles.34 Below a certain temperature which is
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Figure 3.2.: Dependence of the intrinsic coercivity Hci on the nanoparticle
diameter d. The critical diameter dc separates the multi-domain state from the
single-domain one. Single domain particles can be further divided into particles
possessing a stable or an unstable magnetization direction. Particles with
unstable magnetization directions are called superparamagnetic (SP)
nanoparticles with a diameter corresponding to this transition called dSP . The
transition between the di�erent regimes is not sharp and depends on the
measurement methods.33
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called the blocking temperature, superparamagnetic particles exhibit stable mag-
netization again.31,33

The magnetization of a small magnetic nanoparticle is in a ferromagnetic state
below its blocking temperature, in a superparamagnetic state between its blocking
temperature and the Curie temperature and in a paramagnetic state above its
Curie temperature.31 This is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
The inverse �ipping frequency of the magnetization is called Néel relaxation

time and can be expressed in the absence of external �elds as

τN = τ0 · exp
(
K · V
kB · T

)
, (3.1)

where τ0 is usually taken as 10-9 s, V is the particle volume, K the magnetic
anisotropy constant of the particle, kB the Boltzmann constant and T the tem-
perature.31 No general absolute value for the Néel relaxation time exists de�ning
whether a magnetization is stable or not. Instead it is considered to be stable if
τN is in the range of time which is needed to execute magnetic measurements.31,34

Figure 3.3.: Temperature dependence of the magnetization state of
superparamagnetic particles. These small ferromagnetic nanoparticles show
stable, blocked magnetization when cooled down below the blocking temperature
TB and behave paramagnetic when heated up above the Curie temperature TC .31

The particles used in this work are all ferromagnetic and single-domain, i.e.
they show permanent magnetization �xed in one distinct direction (for elongated
particles this is normally the direction of the long particle axis due to the shape
anisotropy and crystal structure of the involved materials).

Colloidal Stability

An important aspect for magnetic particles in general and especially for ferromag-
netic particles is colloidal stability in solution. The interparticle forces which have
to be considered here are magnetic interactions, van der Waals forces and, due
to the possible presence of electric charges on the surfaces of the nanoparticles,
electrostatic interactions. Generally, a particle suspension is considered to be sta-
ble if the sum of all positive (particle attracting) and negative (particle repelling)
interactions is smaller than the thermal energy.35,36

The most sensitive task in stabilization of magnetic nanoparticles in suspension
is to overcome attracting magnetic interactions. The attracting magnetic forces
between two nanoparticles originate mainly from dipole-dipole interactions. In
case of cylindrical particles two di�erent geometric con�gurations can be found.
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Figure 3.4.: Possible nanorod alignments in case of cylindrical particles with
�xed magnetization directions (m) acting as magnetic dipoles at a distance of r.
(a) Preferred parallel nanorod alignment with magnetization directions
antiparallel to each other due to a minimization of dipole-dipole energy. (b)
Tip-to-end nanorod con�guration with magnetizations pointing in the same
direction.35

Fig. 3.4(a) shows a parallel con�guration of two nanorods with magnetization di-
rections antiparallel to each other and in Fig. 3.4(b), a con�guration with the two
particles aligned tip-to-end with magnetization pointing in the same direction.35

The dipole-dipole energy of the parallel con�guration is smaller than the one for
the tip-to-end con�guration and is, therefore, preferred during agglomeration.35

In case of nanorods with the same absolute value of the magnetic moment and
antiparallel con�guration, the dipole-dipole energy amounts to

Udd = − m2 · µ0

4 · π · r3
, (3.2)

where µ0 is the magnetic permeability and r is the distance between the two
nanorods.35

For particle dispersions in solution, a method to overcome the attracting mag-
netic dipole-dipole interaction is the stabilization with electrostatic forces. Par-
ticles with the same sign of electrical charge repel each other. The origin of the
surface charge can be attributed to attached charged groups or a naturally de-
veloped charged surface in a distinct medium.37 For some particles used in this
work, the latter case occurs due to oxidation of the metal nanoparticles and their
subsequent hydroxylation in aqueous media.37�39 Metal oxides behave amphoteric
depending on whether the involved oxide behaves acidic or basic, which means
that the surface charge depends on the pH value (see equ. 3.3).39 In media with
a high pH value the OH groups on the particle surface hydrolyze and the metal
surface gets negatively charged.37 Protonation happens in acidic media, so that
OH+

2 groups are created and the particle surface gets positively charged.37 The
concentration of ions in the surrounding media corresponding to a neutral surface
charge of the nanoparticles is called point of zero charge.37

MOH+
2

H+

←−− MOH
OH−

−−−→ M(OH)−2 = (MO− + H2O) (3.3)
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Once particles possess a surface charge density, an electrical double layer is
created, which consists of counterions that balance the charge of the particle in
solution near the surface (see Fig. 3.5).38 The �rst layer (Stern layer) consists
of counterions that have the opposite charge of the particle and is strongly �xed
to the surface.37,38 The potential at the end of the Stern layer is consistently
called Stern potential and drops linearly with distance from the particle surface.38

Around this �rst layer, a second layer of ions is present, the di�use layer, which
consists of �xed and weakly bound ions.37,38 The potential associated with this
layer UDL drops exponentially with distance d and with the characteristic Debye-
Hückel parameter κ:37,38

UDL(d) = e−κd. (3.4)

The inverse of κ, called Debye-Hückel length or Debye length, as it will be denoted
in the rest of this work, is given by

κ−1 =

(
e20

εr · ε0 · kB · T
·
∑
i

ci · z2i

)− 1
2

, (3.5)

where e0 is the elementary charge, εr the relative permittivity of the medium, ε0
the vacuum permittivity, kB the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, zi the
charge number and ci the concentration of the charged species.37 The sum in
equation 3.5 is correlated to the ionic strength IS:37

IS =
1

2
·
∑
i

ci · z2i . (3.6)

The zeta potential occurring at the slip plane (or surface of shear) is considered
to arise near the particle surface and to contain stationary, immobile �uid which
is bound to the particle when it moves.37 The thickness of the electrical double
layer (and consequently the Debye length) determines the range of electrostatic in-
teraction between two particles in general electrolytes.37 Electrostatic interaction
strength between charged particles is determined by the surface charges which are
attenuated by the electrical double layers.38 In case of given ionic strength, the
charge of the particle surface describes the electrostatic interaction.
Another force is the van der Waals interaction which has its origin in the polar-

ization of electron clouds of two nuclei interacting with each other and acts solely
on a very short range due to the strong distance dependence of r−6.38,40

Three di�erent forms of van der Waals interaction can be distinguished. The
�rst one is the Keesom interaction which is the force between two permanent
dipoles. The second one is the Debye force, which is the interaction of a permanent
dipole with an induced one and the third one, the main component of van der
Waals interaction, the London force between two polarizable molecules that is
caused by spontaneous oscillations of electron clouds which induce temporary
dipoles.41 Van der Waals interaction is mostly an attractive force and proportional
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Figure 3.5.: Electrical double layer and potentials of a nanoparticle with
positive surface charge. The �rst layer on the particle surface is the Stern layer
with strongly �xed counterions while the second layer with �xed and weakly
bound ions of positive and negative charges is called the di�use layer. The slip
plane, separating bound immobile ions from weakly bound ones, determines the
zeta potential. Generally, the potential �rst drops linearly from the surface
potential down to the Stern potential and then behaves exponentially with
increasing distance from the particle surface.38,39
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to the surface area of contact.40 Due to its short range, it can be overcome with
the help of steric hindrance.38

Steric stabilization of colloids is de�ned as the binding (adsorption or grafting)
of non-ionic molecules to the particle surface and is mostly achieved by large
molecules (e.g. polymers) attached to the surface of the nanoparticles, thus,
preventing two particles from getting into close contact.38,42 While electrostatic
stabilization is mostly restricted to dilute particle dispersions and sensitive to
electrolytes, steric stabilization o�ers the advantage of being applicable to high
particle concentrations and of not being sensitive to electrolyte solutions.38 Fur-
thermore, steric stabilization is a thermodynamic stabilization method (contrary
to the electrostatic one which is based on kinetic stabilization) and o�ers, there-
fore, easy redispersion of once agglomerated particles.38,42,43 In most synthesis
methods, steric stabilizing agents are added during particle synthesis. Widely used
examples of agents forming the steric stabilizing layer are dextran, polyvinyl alco-
hol or di�erent block copolymers, e.g. acrylic acid and N-isopropylacrylamide.44

A combination of electrostatic and steric (electrosteric) stabilization of nanopar-
ticles is another possible approach to increase stability in solution and has been
shown, for example, by Lourenco et al.38,45

An alternative approach similar to steric stabilization is stabilization by deple-
tion. Here, a non-ionic polymer is dissolved in the particle solution and prevents
agglomeration via depletion of the polymer concentration between two particles
when they are in close contact with each other, which is energetically not pre-
ferred.46

Electrostatic repulsion and van der Waals interaction are combined to describe
the stability of a dispersion within the DLVO theory (developed by Derjaguin,
Landau, Verwey and Overbeek) which, despite its broad use, is limited due to
the neglection of boundary conditions on the particle surface (i.e.: it assumes �at
surfaces, uniform charge density with constant electric potential) and does not
allow chemical reactions between the particles and the solvent.35,38 The DLVO
theory can be expanded by including steric and depletion interactions.47

Types of Synthesis

For the preparation of magnetic nanoparticles, a large variety of di�erent syn-
thesis approaches is available and reported in literature. Among them are co-
precipitation, thermal decomposition of organometallic precursors, microemulsion,
hydrothermal synthesis, physical condensation methods, sol-gel methods and elec-
trochemical approaches.48�51 Special attention has to be paid to the speci�c prop-
erties of magnetic nanoparticles used for biomedical applications, e.g. the ability
to bind biologically and medically relevant molecules to the surface of the desired
particles.52,53 Furthermore, the surface modi�cation of nanoparticles in biological
applications has to enable particle dispersion in media of high salt concentra-
tion and at pH values near neutrality.54 The synthesis routes of bare magnetic
nanoparticles utilized for the measurements in the present work will be introduced
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in the following.

In case of elongated magnetic nanoparticles, one of the most common synthesis
routes is the template based approach. Pores in various templates like anodized
alumina membranes, radiation track-etched polycarbonate or mica membranes
and others are physically or chemically �lled with the desired material leading to
oriented or non-oriented nanowires and nanorods.55,56 Magnetic materials that
can be deposited in templates are Co, Ni, Fe and a wide variety of di�erent alloys
(e.g. Co-Pt, Cu-Fe, Fe-Ni or Ni-P).57,58

The thermal decomposition of organometallic precursors in high-boiling organic
solvents containing stabilizing surfactants (e.g. oleic acid, trioctylphosphine oxide
or hexadecylamine) is used to synthesize magnetic nanoparticles of Fe, Co and
Ni.48 It has been shown that the shape of magnetic nanocrystals can be in�uenced
within this approach by adjusting temperature, pressure and time of synthesis
leading to Ni or Co nanorods with the above mentioned stabilizing agents.59�62

3.1.2. Magnetic Nanoparticles in Biomedical Applications

Magnetic nanoparticles are already widely used in biomedical applications.63�66

These particles are of special interest for magnetic resonance imaging,67,68 drug
delivery and targeting,69 magnetic cell separation and tracking70,71 and hyperther-
mia for cancer treatment.72,73 Magnetic particle imaging relies on the nonlinearity
of the magnetization curves of ferromagnetic nanoparticles in oscillating external
magnetic �elds and o�ers higher resolution in molecular imaging as it is provided
now by magnetic resonance imaging.74 Transfection of nucleic acids into cells,
magnetofection, is another application of magnetic nanoparticles.75 Biosensors,
using magnetic nanoparticles to detect proteins, DNA, cancer cell markers and
bacteria are other examples of biomedical applications of magnetic nanoparti-
cles.53,76�79 Magnetoresistive biosensors based on the giant, anisotropic or on the
tunneling magnetoresistance e�ect utilizing magnetic nanoparticles as biomolecu-
lar labels promise high sensitivity using a versatile and low cost technology.80,81

Detecting the Brownian relaxation times of labeled magnetic nanoparticles is ac-
complished using magnetorelaxation13 and ac magnetometry14 based assays such
as the magnetic relaxation immunoassay (MARIA)16 or the immunomagnetic re-
duction assay (IMR).17 Here, external magnetic �elds are applied to excite the
particles while their stray �eld is measured at a certain distance.

Magneto-optical e�ects can also be used for biomolecular detection, e.g. the
magneto-optical relaxation of ferro�uids (MORFF).16,18,82 Here, the magnetic
nanoparticles are aligned in an external magnetic �eld perpendicular to the inci-
dent light path, which causes birefringence (Cotton-Mouton e�ect83). The relax-
ation of the nanoparticles can be measured by optically recording the birefringence
after switching o� the aligning magnetic �eld.16,82
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3.2. Plasmonic Nanoparticles

3.2.1. General Introduction and Mie Theory

Colloidal solutions of small particles with sizes smaller than the wavelength of the
incident light exhibit strong scattering properties and were �rst studied by Brücke
(1852), Faraday (1857), Tyndall (from 1869 on) and Rayleigh (from 1871 on).84

Mie described the colors of colloidal Au solutions by solving the Maxwell equations
for light interacting with colloidal spherical metal particles and obtained an exact
theory for the observed optical behavior.84�86 Basically, by reducing the size of
noble metal nanoparticles until the mean free path of the particle electrons gets
smaller than the particle dimensions, strong extinction of incident light arises and
induces coupling of the particles to the electromagnetic �eld of light.87,88

Plasmonics is de�ned as the study of light-matter interactions that occur if an
electromagnetic �eld of light causes the conduction electrons of a nanostructure
to collectively oscillate in this external �eld.89 Two types of plasmons are known
(see Fig. 3.6), namely the localized surface plasmon and the propagating surface
plasmon (also called surface plasmon polariton).89,90

Figure 3.6.: Propagating (a) surface plasmon and localized (b) surface
plasmon. The surface charge density is shown in both cases and indicated by the
+ and - signs. The electric �eld lines in (a) are curved to provide continuity of
the �eld in the dielectric medium.89,91 In (b), the electron cloud gets displaced
under in�uence of the external electric �eld of incident light while the positive
charges (atomic nuclei) are assumed to possess �xed positions, so that the
particle gets polarized. The inset in (b) shows the surface charge density and the
electrical �eld lines for the localized surface plasmon.92

Propagating surface plasmons are surface charge density waves propagating at a
metal-dielectric interface and are, therefore, sensitive to changes in the surround-
ing dielectric medium, which obviously o�ers a biosensing applicability.92,93 Here,
plasmons propagate in the two dimensions parallel to the interface and decay ex-
ponentially in the direction perpendicular to the interface (evanescent wave).89,91

Localized surface plasmons are the collective oscillation of the free electrons in a
metal nanoparticle caused by the electromagnetic waves of incident light.94 As the
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positive charges of the atomic cores are assumed to be �xed in their position and
the negative charges of the conducting electrons are allowed to move inside the
particle, the particle becomes polarized due to the displacement of the free elec-
trons in an external electric �eld.92,94 The displacement of the negative charges,
which are enclosed in the geometric boundaries of the particle, causes a restoring
force originating from the particle polarization. This results in the occurrence
of resonant oscillations at distinct frequencies. For particles with anisotropic ge-
ometry, a speci�c plasmon resonance for every single axis is obtained (e.g. one
transversal and one longitudinal plasmon resonance in case of a cylindrical particle
shape).
The optical response of a spherical particle in a surrounding dielectric medium of

dielectric constant εm to an electric �eld E0 can be described by the polarizability
α and the resulting electric dipole moment p = εmαE0, where

α = 4πR3 ε− εm
ε+ 2εm

, (3.7)

with the dielectric constant ε of the sphere of radius R (wavelength λ�R).86,92,94

The condition λ�R is needed for the assumption of the quasi-static regime, which
means that retardation e�ects of the electromagnetic �eld across the particle di-
ameter can be neglected with the result that only the time dependence but no
spatial dependence of the �eld is kept.94 Resonance behavior is then character-
ized by the condition ε+ 2εm = Minimum (a maximum of particle polarizability)
which leads to

[ε′(ω) + 2εm]
2

+ [ε′′(ω)]
2

= Minimum, (3.8)

by assuming that εm is real and by splitting up the frequency dependent value of
ε into its real ε′ and imaginary part ε′′.94 If ε′′ is small, it follows that

ε′ = −2εm, (3.9)

which means that the real part of the dielectric constant ε′ possesses a negative
value.94

By introducing the plasma frequency ωp of the Drude model used to describe
the optical response of free electrons as94

ε′ = 1−
ω2
p

ω2
, (3.10)

and by assuming vacuum in the surrounding with εm=1, it is found that the
resonance frequency ωres is de�ned as

ωres =
ωp√

3
, (3.11)

which is known as the spherical dipolar surface plasmon frequency.92,94 The Drude
model is used to describe the macroscopic interaction of light with a metal under
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the assumption of free movable electrons within the metal. These electrons directly
react to an external force, i.e. an electric �eld. The response of a single electron to
an external force is multiplied with the total number of free electrons. A result of
the Drude model is the dielectric function given in equation 3.10. The parameters
relevant for the plasmon resonance frequency are the shape, size, composition,
orientation and dielectric environment of the nanostructure.88�90,95,96 Localized
surface plasmons are not only restricted to noble metals like silver and gold, but
are also possible in a wide range of metals, alloys and semiconductors with a large
negative real and a small imaginary dielectric constant value.90

The resonance behavior can also be illustrated by drawing the �eld lines of
the energy �ux density represented by the Poynting vector for a spherical metal
particle at two di�erent frequencies of planar wave excitation, schematically shown
in Fig. 3.7. In Fig. 3.7(a) the frequency of the incident light is far o� the
resonance frequency of the nanoparticle and the energy �ow is almost not a�ected,
whereas in Fig. 3.7(b) the situation for light at the plasmon resonance frequency is
shown, resulting in a strong convergence of �eld lines near the sphere, so that the
absorption cross section is much higher than the geometrical cross section shown
in Fig. 3.7(a).86

Figure 3.7.: Schematic illustration of the Poynting vector of a sphere given for
two di�erent frequencies of incident light. (a) The frequency of the incident light
does not correspond to the plasmon resonance frequency and, thus, the energy
�ow is almost not a�ected and the absorption cross section is determined by the
geometrical cross section. (b) In case of external light at the plasmon resonance
frequency, the �eld lines strongly converge and an increased absorption cross
section is obtained.86

The scattering and absorption cross sections of a nanoparticle, Csca and Cabs,
can be derived from the fraction of scattered and absorbed power to the incident
power.86,92 In general, the total scattered energy is equal to the incident energy
falling on the area Csca (the same is valid for the absorbed energy and Cabs).84

For spherical particles, this is

Csca =
8π

3
k4R6

∣∣∣∣ ε− εmε+ 2εm

∣∣∣∣2 =
k4

6π
|α|2 (3.12)
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and

Cabs = 4πkR3Im

{
ε− εm
ε+ 2εm

}
= kIm {α} , (3.13)

with the particle radius R and the incident light wave vector magnitude k =
2π/λ.86,92 The extinction is the sum of the power loss, thus, it is calculated as

Cext = Csca + Cabs. (3.14)

For all cross sections, dimensionless e�ciency factors can be de�ned together with
the geometrical cross sections of the scattering object (R2π in case of spheres):

Qsca =
Csca
R2π

, Qabs =
Cabs
R2π

and Qext =
Cext
R2π

, (3.15)

where Qext = Qsca +Qabs.84,86

The shape of the particle has a strong in�uence on the plasmon resonance, and
the polarizability α gets anisotropic for geometries others than spheres. Therefore,
α is a tensor de�ning di�erent optical responses along di�erent directions.92 For
an ellipsoidal particle, the polarizability for �eld directions in x, y and z in the
quasi-static regime is

αx,y,z =
4

3
πLxLyLz

ε− εm
εm + Px,y,z(ε− εm)

, (3.16)

with the depolarization factors Px,y,z that determine the polarizability along the
principal axes and Lx, Ly, Lz de�ning the semilengths of the ellipsoid.86 The
depolarization factors Px,y,z for an ellipsoid with rotational symmetry around the
z-axis are de�ned via the eccentricity e:92,94

e =

√
1−

(
Lx
Lz

)2

, (3.17)

Pz =
1− e2

e2

[
1

2e
ln

(
1 + e

1− e

)
− 1

]
, (3.18)

Px = Py =
1− Pz

2
. (3.19)

For elongated particles, the optical properties in polarized light depend upon
the orientation of the particle with respect to the direction of polarization. The
anisotropic optical behavior can be shown by the polarizabilities along the main
axes of the particle described by equation 3.16.
In the absence of a distinct direction towards the polarization, the random

orientation of the elongated nanoparticles is given by the average polarizability

〈αx〉 =
1

3

∑
i

αi, (3.20)
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while in the presence of an orientation, the angle drawn between the polarization
direction of light and the long particle axis θ has to be considered.97 For an
orientation with the long particle axis parallel to polarization, the polarizability
is given by97

α‖ = cos2 θα1 +
(
1− cos2 θ

)
α2, (3.21)

and for perpendicular orientation

α⊥ =
1− cos2 θ

2
α1 +

1 + cos2 θ

2
α2. (3.22)

In case of an ensemble of particles, the average polarizability for the two distinct
orientations is given by

〈α‖〉 = 〈cos2 θ〉α1 +
(
1− 〈cos2 θ〉

)
α2 (3.23)

and

〈α⊥〉 =
1− 〈cos2 θ〉

2
α1 +

1 + 〈cos2 θ〉
2

α2, (3.24)

with 〈cos θ〉 as the average angle.97
Another more complex particle geometry is a core-shell structure. Here, the

polarizability of a spherical core-shell particle in the quasi-static regime can be
written in case of a single shell of thickness d and dielectric constant εS as

α = 4π(R + d)3
(εS − εm)(ε+ 2εS) +

(
R
R+d

)3
(ε− εS)(εm + 2εS)

(εS + 2εm)(ε+ 2εS) +
(

R
R+d

)3
(ε− εS)(2εS − 2εm)

, (3.25)

with the dielectric constant of the core ε.86

An exact optical description of more complex particle geometries is di�cult and,
at a certain degree of complexity, even impossible. Therefore, numerical methods
have to be used to obtain useful approximations of the optical behavior, which will
be discussed in the frame of the present work in the following chapter.88,89,92,95,96,98

3.2.2. Discrete Dipole Approximation

Among the numerical methods used to describe the optical properties of complex
particle geometries, the discrete dipole approximation (DDA) is reported to be
one of the most useful computational methods and is used for the calculations in
this work.99�102 The basic ideas of the DDA have �rst been developed 1964-65 by
DeVoe103,104 and were later extended by Purcell and Pennypacker100 reviewed in
its principles by Draine.105

This method divides the particle into an array of N polarizable points in a cubic
lattice, where the properties of these points depend on the dielectric function of
the involved material.101 For an incident electromagnetic wave, the scattering
and absorption behavior is calculated based on the interaction of the incident
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wave with the speci�c array of points, and on interactions between the formed
dipoles.99 The polarization vector of each element in the array is de�ned as

~Pi = αi ~Ei, (3.26)

with the polarizability αi of each point and the local electric �eld ~Ei at the position
~ri.105 The electric �eld is the sum of the incident �eld and the �elds over all other
polarizations given by

~Ei = ~Einc,i −
∑
i 6=j

~Aij ~Pj, (3.27)

with the incident electric �eld

~Einc,i = ~E0 exp (i~k~ri − iωt), (3.28)

depending on the wave vector ~k with k = 2πn/λ in a surrounding dielectric
medium of refractive index n.105 ~Aij ~Pi is given by

~Aij ~Pi =
exp(ikr)

~rij3

{
k2~rij × (rij × Pj) +

(1− ik~rij)
~rij2

[
~rij

2 ~Pj − 3~rij(~rij ~Pj)
]}

,

(3.29)
as the electric �eld at the position ~ri.105 The extinction and absorption cross
sections are given by105

Cext =
4πk

| E0 |2
N∑
i=1

Im( ~E∗inc,i ~Pi) (3.30)

and

Cabs =
4πk

| E0 |2
N∑
i=1

{
Im
[
~Pi(α

−1
i )∗ ~P ∗i

]
− 2

3
k3 | ~Pi |2

}
. (3.31)

It has been shown that the DDA is a very useful method and yields accu-
rate results for studying the optical properties of particles with arbitrary geome-
try.53,99,106,107

3.2.3. Plasmonic Nanoparticles in Biomedical Applications

Mainly, the wavelength shift of the plasmon resonance peak is used for the case of
plasmonic nanoparticles in biomedical applications, which o�ers the possibility of
label-free sensing. For example, plasmonic nanoparticles adhered to a surface can
be used. Here, a shift of the plasmon resonance peak indicates a change of the
dielectric environment surrounding the particle, which is the result of the binding
of target molecules.108,109 Biotinylated triangular silver nanoparticles on a glass
slide have been used to detect streptavidin in the high femtomolar range.110 The
same group proposed the use of the mentioned silver triangles for the introduction
of an Alzheimer's disease biosensor.111 By using dark-�eld microscopy techniques,
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the plasmon peak wavelength shift of single nanoparticles can be detected, and
sensitivities down to the picomolar range can be achieved.112,113

Besides the adhesion onto a substrate and the detection of the plasmon peak
shift due to changes in the dielectric environment, plasmonic nanoparticles in so-
lution can be employed. For example, agglomeration methods can be used for
biosensing. This approach is based on a peak wavelength shift resulting from
the aggregation of the nanoparticles, which is induced by the target molecule.114

Oligonucleotide covered Au nanoparticles are linked with a suitable polynucleotide
target forming aggregates of Au particles to detect the presence and the amount
of polynucleotide in the sample solution.115,116 A whole blood immunoassay with
minimized sample preparation has been realized by functionalized Au nanopar-
ticles forming aggregates upon target protein binding and measurements in the
near-infrared regime of light, resulting in sensitivities down to the low picomolar
range.22

Another example for a biosensing principle making use of plasmonic nanopar-
ticles in solution is the detection of target molecules through changes of the local
refractive index near the particle surface.117 Taking advantage of spectrally sepa-
rated longitudinal plasmon resonance peaks of Au nanorods with di�erent aspect
ratios results in the realization of multiple target detection systems.118,119

Finally, plasmonic nanoparticles are also used for Surface-Enhanced Raman
Spectroscopy or in the more conventional propagating surface plasmon resonance
biosensors. The nanoparticle can be used to enhance the Raman scattering due
to its local electromagnetic �eld as well as a label for the propagating plasmon
signal, and leads to higher detection sensitivities.90,120,121

3.3. Hydrodynamic Nanoparticle Behavior

3.3.1. General Remarks and Behavior in External Rotating

Magnetic Fields

In the absence of external magnetic �elds, mobile magnetic nanoparticles are disor-
dered and their orientation varies stochastically. By applying an external magnetic
�eld, the particles are forced to align their magnetic moment parallel to the �eld
direction, so that an ordered state of nanoparticle orientation is achieved, which
undergoes relaxation processes after switching o� the external �eld. Besides the
Néel relaxation with an inverse time constant of τN (see chapter 3.1.1 and equa-
tion 3.1), Brownian relaxation of magnetic nanoparticles is observed too. While
Néel relaxation describes the relaxation process of the particle's magnetic moment,
Brownian motion leads to an additional relaxation process involving movement of
the whole particle with a characteristic relaxation time τB.122 Brownian relaxation
depends on the particle size, the �uid viscosity, and the temperature. Néel relax-
ation is de�ned by the magnetic properties of the particle and can be treated as an
internal rotational di�usion compared to the Brownian analog in the surrounding
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�uid.122

Both relaxation processes can be combined by an e�ective relaxation time that
is written as123

1

τeff
=

1

τB
+

1

τN
, (3.32)

which, therefore, can be expressed as

τeff =
τBτN
τB + τN

. (3.33)

The Brownian relaxation time depends on the temperature T , the Boltzmann
constant kB and a rotational drag coe�cient α and is de�ned by124

τB =
α

2kBT
. (3.34)

Here, the rotational drag coe�cient in case of a spherical particle is124

α = 6ηVhydro, (3.35)

with the dynamic viscosity of the surrounding medium η and the hydrodynamic
volume Vhydro. Therefore, τB can be written as

τB =
3ηVhydro
kBT

. (3.36)

In case of cylindrical particles, Tirado and de la Torre calculated the rotational
drag coe�cient α to be125

α =
πηL3

h

3

(
ln
Lh
dh

+ C

)−1
, (3.37)

with Lh and dh being the hydrodynamic length and diameter of the cylinder. In
case of cylindrical particles used in this work, the geometric parameter relevant
as an end cap correction factor C is given by125

C = −0.662 + 0.891
dh
Lh
. (3.38)

While the Gilbert equation can be used to describe magnetization processes
within solids, thermal agitation has to be considered for suspended magnetic
nanoparticles in �uids, which results in the Fokker-Planck equation.126 Shliomis
has shown that the magnetization dynamics in an external magnetic �eld ~H can
be represented in a linear approximation corresponding to small changes from the
equilibrium magnetization, by a di�erential equation as127

d ~M

dt
= − 1

H2τpar
~H
[(

~M − ~M0

)
~H
]
− 1

H2τperp

[
~H ×

(
~M × ~H

)]
, (3.39)
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with the magnetic �uid magnetization ~M and under the assumption that the
magnetic nanorods are rigid dipoles with �xed magnetic moments. Applying
the e�ective �eld method results in the equilibrium magnetization of the whole
nanoparticle ensemble with concentration n to have the following form:127,128

~M0 = nmL(ξ)
~H

H
. (3.40)

The Langevin function L(ξ) is de�ned as

L(ξ) = coth ξ − 1

ξ
, (3.41)

with

ξ =
mHµ0

kBT
(3.42)

and a magnetic moment of a single particle of

m =
π

4
MSLCd

2
C , (3.43)

with LC being the magnetic core length and dC the diameter, respectively. MS

denotes the saturation magnetization.33,129

For cylindrical particles, two distinct relaxation times can be distinguished. One
relaxation time describing relaxation parallel to the cylinder axis τpar and another
one τperp perpendicular to it.127 These have the form of127

τpar = τB
d lnL(ξ)

d ln ξ
(3.44)

and

τperp = τB
2L(ξ)

ξ − L(ξ)
. (3.45)

In case of an external rotating magnetic �eld

~B =

 B0 cosωt
B0 sinωt

0

 , (3.46)

with angular frequency ω, �eld amplitude B0 and a constant phase lag φ of the
magnetization with respect to the external magnetic �eld of the form

~M =

 M cos (ωt− φ)
M sin (ωt− φ)

0

 , (3.47)

a cubic equation describes the behavior of the phase lag (with x = tanφ):127,129

x3 − (ωτB)x2 +

(
1 +

1

2
ξL(ξ)

)
x− ωτB = 0. (3.48)
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The phase lag can be expressed as127

φ = arctan (ωτperp). (3.49)

The above presented model has recently been further improved by Yoshida et
al,130 who modi�ed the e�ective �eld model and extended it to a wide range of fre-
quencies and amplitudes covering all of the typically used experimental conditions.
In the following, this model will be presented in detail.
Under the assumption of single-domain nanoparticles with spherical shape and

a �xed magnetization direction (τB � τN), the Fokker-Planck equation, which
characterizes the behavior of a magnetic �uid in an external rotating magnetic
�eld, takes the following form:

2τB
∂W

∂t
=

1

kBT

(
∇2E

)
W +

1

kBT
(∇E) (∇W ) +∇2W (3.50)

with the potential energy of a particle with magnetic momentm within an external
magnetic �eld B

E(θ, φ, t) = −mB sin θ cos (ωt− φ) (3.51)

andW as the time and orientation dependent distribution function of the magnetic
moment vectors of an ensemble of single-domain nanoparticles.130

By using numerical solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation and comparing to
the e�ective �eld model of cylindrical nanorods, the latter has been modi�ed,
and the result is a set of empirical equations describing the dynamics of magnetic
nanocylinders in a rotating external �eld.130

The equation describing the real part of the magnetization is

M ′

Ms

=
L (ξ)

1 + (ωτperp)
2

[
1 + a4 (ωτperp)

2 + a5 (ωτperp)
a3

1 + a1 (ωτperp)
2 + a2 (ωτperp)

a3

]
(3.52)

and for the imaginary part it is

M ′′

Ms

=
L (ξ)

1 + (ωτperp)
2

[
b1 + b2

[
1 + (ωτperp)

2] (ωτperp)
(0.4b3−1)

1 + 0.25 (ωτperp)
2b3

]
, (3.53)

with

a1 =
3.76ξ2 + 0.029ξ4

1 + 29.6ξ + 7.61ξ2 + 0.00382ξ4
, (3.54)

a2 = 0.13ξ1.1, (3.55)

a3 = 4 + 16

(
ξ

ξ + 17

)2

, (3.56)

a4 = 0.1ξ, (3.57)

a5 =
0.0865ξ + 0.205ξ2 + 0.000397ξ4

1 + 0.88ξ + 0.606ξ2 + 0.00652ξ4
, (3.58)
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b1 = 1− 0.2ξ1.2

ξ1.2 + 5.5
, (3.59)

b2 =
0.6ξ1.5

ξ1.5 + 16
(3.60)

and

b3 = 1.4 +
3.2ξ

ξ + 5
. (3.61)

The phase lag φ is then calculated by

φ = arctan
M ′′

M ′ . (3.62)

3.3.2. Biomedical Applications Using the Nanoparticles'

Hydrodynamic Behavior

The change of the hydrodynamic behavior of nanoparticles as a stand-alone sig-
nal is only rarely used for biosensing applications. Normally, other properties of
nanoparticles are exploited as well (e.g. the magnetic behavior for magnetorelax-
ation based biosensors). Additional examples are mentioned in chapters 3.1.2 and
3.2.3.
Apart from these methods, changes in the hydrodynamic volume of nanopar-

ticles are detectable by dynamic light scattering (DLS), which is also known as
photon correlation spectroscopy.131 Though DLS su�ers from a complex instru-
mentation, a relatively long measurement time with restricted ability for high
throughput testing and weaknesses for polydisperse samples, label-free DNA de-
tection with functionalized Au nanoparticles has been proven with sensitivities
down to the picomolar range.132

An optical method with a simpler experimental setup compared to DLS is ac-
complished by nanoparticle tracking analysis instruments of the company NanoSight
(UK), which use changes of the hydrodynamic volume and, hence, observe changes
in Brownian motion.133 This instrument is mainly used for characterizing the size
and the zeta potential of nanoparticles, proteins, viruses, etc, but can also be used
for biosensing applications (e.g. enzyme detection on the surface of nanoparticles
has been reported).134,135
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4. Experimental Setup

In this chapter, the PlasMag setup used for measurements of the rotational behav-
ior of magnetic nanoparticles in external magnetic �elds is presented. It consists
of three main parts (see Fig. 4.1 for a sketch of the setup), which are the rotating
magnetic �eld generating component, the optical detection unit for measurements
of the transmission of nanoparticle suspensions and an interface for electronic data
acquisition.
The rotating magnetic �eld is generated by two perpendicular Helmholtz coils,

which are fed by two sinusoidal currents 90◦ phase shifted to each other. The
currents are monitored via shunt resistors, which allow the calibration of the
amplitudes and the phases of the two currents and, hence, the rotating magnetic
�eld. The sound card of the measurement computer is used for the generation
of the two sinusoidal currents, which are further ampli�ed by a commercially
available two channel audio ampli�er that is able to produce high currents at low
frequencies.
The optical part of the setup consists of a �ber coupled laser diode that generates

a collimated light beam with a high degree of polarization. After passing through
the sample solution in a cuvette in the center of the setup, the transmitted light is
collected by a focusing lens attached to a second �ber that passes the transmitted
light to a photodetector.
The main component for data acquisition is a Lock-in ampli�er that records the

generated signal and calculates the phase lag between the magnetic �eld and the
long particle axis. While the signal input of the Lock-in ampli�er is sourced by
the output channel of the photo detector, the reference input is fed by the signal
generated at the shunt resistor of the Helmholtz coil with its axis aligned parallel to
the polarization direction of the incoming laser light beam. The Lock-in ampli�er
is set to measure the second harmonic of the reference signal due to the elongated
symmetry of the used nanorods. Measurements of the signal amplitude and phase
are carried out as a function of the frequency and the magnitude of the applied
rotating magnetic �eld. A custom LabView program controls the signal output
for generating the currents fed to the coils and is responsible for data acquisition
as well.
As the measurement setup has been continuously developed throughout the time

of this thesis, the results presented in the following chapters are not always based
on exactly the same setup. No basic components have been changed, however,
mainly the optical part has been improved from the �rst to the present setup
in order to allow future scattering measurements with a photomultiplier tube.
Furthermore, the setup has been incorporated in a small lightproof box, which
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paves the way for further development of a transportable POC device.
The �rst initial version of the setup is shown in Fig. 4.2. The main components

are installed on an optical air damped breadboard. The optical part of the setup
is mechanically decoupled from the Helmholtz coils, thus, ensuring minimization
of mechanical vibrations.
The current version of the setup is shown in Fig. 4.3. Modi�cations concern

the installed laser module with changed wavelength. Consequently, a di�erent
photodetector with according spectral sensitivity is installed. The main parts of
the optics are assembled in a lightproof box. Furthermore, this setup includes
an option for a future installation of a photomultiplier tube for highly sensitive
detection of scattered light.

Figure 4.1.: The PlasMag setup. Two perpendicular Helmholtz coils with the
sample cuvette in their center are fed by currents generated by the sound card of
a computer and an audio ampli�er to generate a rotating magnetic �eld. A laser
diode and a photodetector are used to measure the sample's transmission. The
Lock-in ampli�er compares the optical to the magnetic signal and calculates the
phase lag between the two.10,11

In the following chapters, the di�erent components of the experimental setup
are described in more detail.

4.1. Helmholtz Coils and Magnetic Field

Generating Components

Two Helmholtz coils are used, which are aligned perpendicularly to each other
and are sourced by the two channels of an audio power ampli�er (ATEC LAB
power ampli�er FPt14000BP). The input signal for the ampli�er is generated
by a LabView code and sourced by a soundcard (E-MU Systems model 0404).
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Figure 4.2.: The main parts of the setup mounted on an air damped optical
breadboard. The whole setup is enclosed in a box to do justice to laser safety
regulations.

Figure 4.3.: The main parts of the new revised setup enclosed in a small
lightproof box.
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Each coil is fed by a sinusoidal current, while the two currents possess a relative
phase shift of 90◦ to each other. This results in a circular homogeneous rotating
magnetic �eld as long as each coil's current is in phase with its corresponding
magnetic �eld (see appendix A for a full characterization of the coils and the
currents' phase behavior). The resulting magnetic �eld is controlled by measuring
the current through each coil via the voltage drop across precision shunt resistors
(Isabellenhuette RUG-Z, 0.5 Ohm), which allows to adjust the amplitudes and
relative phases of the left and right output channel of the power ampli�er until a
rotating magnetic �eld of desired strength is obtained at the frequency of interest.
Field magnitudes of 10 mT can be generated up to a maximum frequency of 430
Hz, 5mT �elds up to 1130 Hz, while frequencies higher than 2 kHz are possible
for �eld magnitudes of 2.5 mT and below. In principle, higher magnitudes and
frequencies could be obtained by setting up discrete electrical resonant circuits.

4.2. Optics

The light generating part of the optical setup consists of a polarization main-
taining �ber-coupled laser diode (OECA LQ7i-1060-25/BF2-FCSPC) with high
polarization extinction ratio (30 dB) at 1060 nm which is power and temperature
controlled by a laser diode combi controller (Thorlabs ITC510). The use of a laser
light source emitting in the infrared regime of light is associated with the length of
the used nanorods and with the sample �uid, and will be explained later in chapter
5.2. To point the laser light beam to the sample cuvette, a �ber coupled collimator
is employed with a light beam diameter of 0.5 mm. A focusing lens mounted on
a multi-mode �ber is used to collect light from the center of the sample cuvette
and for subsequent coupling of the transmitted light into the photodetector (New
Focus Model 2011).

Changes in the optics for the revised measurement setup were made concern-
ing the light wavelength, i.e. a decrease down to smaller wavelengths to be able
to use common photomultiplier tubes for scattering experiments. The new laser
supplied a wavelength of 785 nm (Frankfurt Laser Company FLQ-785-30S-BTF-
PM) which resulted in a change of the photodetector (New Focus Model 2051)
to suit the decreased wavelength. To achieve a high polarization extinction ratio,
a �ber optic polarizer (OZ Optics FOP-11-11-785-5-125-P-P-40-3S3S-1-1-ER=25)
has been installed, and to reduce disturbances from back scattered light, a polar-
ization sensitive isolator has been mounted between the laser and the polarizer
(OZ Optics FOI-11-11-785-5-125-P-40-3A3S-1-1-35). The output �ber can also be
positioned at an angle of 90◦ with respect to the incoming light path for a possible
measurement in scattering geometry, which would involve, as mentioned above, a
photomultiplier tube for appropriate light detection.
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4.3. Data Acquisition

The voltage drop at the shunt resistor of the coil with its axis aligned parallel to the
polarization direction of the incoming laser light is fed to the reference channel
of a Lock-in ampli�er (Signal Recovery DSP 7265), while the signal channel is
sourced by the photodetector output of transmitted light intensity. The signal of
interest is the second harmonic. This is due to the axial symmetry of the particles.
Every 180◦, the spatial orientation of rotating particles' long axis is repeated, so
that the optical signal is frequency doubled with respect to the magnetic signal.
This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.4.: Origin of the second harmonic signal. The particle is aligned
parallel to the polarization direction twice dyring one rotation cycle of the
magnetic �eld. This results in a frequency doubled optical signal.

A custom LabView program consisting of a signal generating part (used in
chapter 4.1 for supplying sinusoidal currents to the Helmholtz coils) and a data
acquisition part is used to initialize the Lock-in ampli�er and to read out data.
Phase and amplitude of the optical signal are recorded in dependence of frequency
and magnitude of the rotating magnetic �eld and stored in a data �le (with a phase
uncertainty of the PlasMag setup below 0.5◦). Finally, further signal processing
and interpretation of the obtained data is carried out with a graphing and data
analysis software (OriginLab).
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5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Description and Properties of the used

Nanoparticles

Plain magnetic Co and Ni nanorods are used as model systems for an initial
proof of principle of the PlasMag measurement method and for the detection of
unspeci�c protein adhesion.
For sHER2 cancer biomarker detection measurements, the synthesis route of the

Co nanorods has been improved, resulting in noble metal shell coated nanorods.
The noble metal shell o�ers multiple advantages. First, the shell prevents the core
from being oxidized and second, the noble metal shell supports plasmon resonances
that allow to decrease the amount of particles used for the PlasMag measurements,
which subsequently improves the sensitivity of the PlasMag measurement system.
Stabilization and functionalization in aqueous bu�er solutions was achieved via

coating the nanoparticles with a polymer. For a �rst proof of speci�c binding, the
particles have been functionalized with biotin to target streptavidin. Additionally,
functionalization with the Herceptin antibody as recognition agent for sHER2 was
carried out.
Particle synthesis by electrodeposition into commercially available nanoporous

�lter membranes was carried out. Ni and Au nanorods as well as nanorods with
subsequent segments of those two metals were fabricated. The synthesis and
especially the stabilization of these nanorods in aqueous dispersions is still under
investigation, so that these nanorods have not been used for measurements with
the PlasMag system yet. Their fabrication and an outlook for further improvement
is presented in appendix B.
The di�erent synthesis types of the employed nanorods are described in the

following chapters as well as structural and magnetic characterization results and
the respective stabilization and functionalization procedures.

5.1.1. Cobalt Nanorods

The Co nanorods are supplied by the group of Katerina Soulantica in Toulouse
(Université de Toulouse, INSA, UPS, LPCNO, and CNRS).
Plain Co nanorods dissolved in organic solvents can be synthesized from organo-

metallic precursors to obtain nanorods with high precision of shape and excellent
size control.59 These single-crystalline nanorods possess a �xed diameter of about
6 nm and adjustable lengths between 40 nm and 200 nm with standard deviations
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of the length and the diameter of less than 10% (see Fig. 5.1 for a transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) image of such a nanorod batch).136 The synthesis
follows the protocol published by Wetz et al. based on the decomposition of a
cobalt coordination precursor (Co[N(SiMe3)2]2).

136 Under addition of lauric acid
(LA) and hexadecylamine (HDA), the precursor is mixed with an organic solvent
in a Fischer-Porter pressure vessel inside a glovebox. The closed vessel is charged
with H2 under magnetic stirring after evacuation. In a next step, the vessel is
transferred to an oil bath that is heated up to the reaction temperature. Modi�-
cations of the reaction conditions (time, temperature, H2 pressure, Co/LA/HDA
ratio, solvent) are used to adapt the mean length of the aspired nanorods. The
nanocrystals have to be puri�ed by centrifugation in order to separate spherical
from cylindrical nanoparticles. After a drying step the nanorods are redispersed
in organic solvents such as toluene or THF (tetrahydrofuran). The dispersion in
organic solvents and a subsequent storage under argon atmosphere is necessary to
avoid oxidation.10,136 This is schematically the synthesis route for the �rst parti-
cles that have been tested with the PlasMag platform (results will be presented
later in chapter 5.4.1).

Figure 5.1.: TEM image of bare Co nanorods of 52±4.6 nm length and 5±0.5
nm diameter.

The particle fabrication procedure was further optimized recently. To prevent
agglomeration and to avoid that particles come into very close contact and form
irreversible aggregates, the synthesis procedure has been changed with the aim
to circumvent the drying step. Furthermore, a noble metal shell is synthesized
around the Co core in order to protect the core from oxidation in aqueous so-
lutions and to provide ampli�cation of the optical signal. This is accomplished
via a thin metal interlayer (IL) of tin that reduces the di�erence in surface ener-
gies between the Co core and the noble metal shell. Regarding the noble metal
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shell, sequential deposition of Platinum (Pt) and Au proved to provide the best
protection of the core against oxidation, resulting in stability periods of aqueous
nanorod dispersions of more than eight weeks. A possible reason for the stability
of the combined Pt and Au shell is demonstrated in Fig. 5.2, which shows energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis of a nanorod TEM image. The EDX
signal contains information about the elemental composition of the nanorods. The
signal originating from di�erent metals are represented by the colored images in
the �gure. Clearly, the Au deposition has the tendency to �ll up existing gaps
in the previous Pt coating, so together, these two materials form a highly stable
shell. Both noble metals, Pt and Au, form grains on the tin covered surface of the
nanoparticle, which leads to the growth of the noble metals on di�erent sections
on the nanoparticle surface. Additionally, Pt and Au are not miscible, which sup-
ports the presence of grains of Pt and Au.137 In total, the interlayer and the noble
metal shell amount to an average shell thickness of about 1.8 nm.

Figure 5.2.: EDX of noble metal shell coated Co nanorods. Based on the TEM
image in the left, EDX is used to separately image the individual metals.
Starting from Co (dark blue) nanorods, a metallic interlayer (green) is deposited,
followed by subsequent deposition of Pt (red) and Au (bright blue). The
combination of Pt and Au results in a complete noble metal coverage of the
magnetic core.

The synthesized nanorods are usually stabilized with hydrophobic surfactants in
organic solvents such as toluene, so that they have to be transferred and stabilized
in aqueous solutions to enable biofunctionalization and subsequent binding mea-
surements of target molecules. For this reason, coating of the nanorods has been
developed at the Philipps-Universität Marburg (PUM) by the group of Wolfgang
Parak with an amphiphilic polymer, i.e. a polymer (PMA - Poly(isobutylene-
alt-maleic anhydride)) comprising hydrophobic side chains for the linkage to the
nanorod surface and a hydrophilic backbone that provides water solubility through
charged groups.138,139 The coating and activation procedure is sketched in Fig.
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5.3. Speci�cally, in a �rst step, the polymer is mixed in THF with dodecylamine
su�cient to bind to approximately 75% of the polymer backbone rings. There-
fore, the anhydride rings are opened and carboxy (COOH) groups are created,
which are used to bind the dodecylamine via its amine (NH2) group. Next, the
particles dissolved in CHCl3 are added and by evaporating the organic solvent,
the polymer binds to the hydrophobic surfactant layer of the nanorods (HDA and
LA). Binding of the polymer is achieved via its hydrophobic side chains due to hy-
drophobic interaction. About 1000 PMA monomers per nm2 of particle surface are
used. Afterwards, the remaining 25% of the rings on the polymer backbone have
to be opened to ensure water solubility and electrostatic stabilization based on
the resulting carboxy groups, which is accomplished by incubation in basic media
(i.e. 0.1 M NaOH). Repeated gentle centrifugation is used to wash out unbound
polymer and for the transfer to water. Finally, the nanorods can be redissolved
in the chosen aqueous bu�er solution. Excellent stability of the resulting nanorod
dispersions has been veri�ed by their highly negative Zeta potential of around -80
to -100 mV (measurements carried out in deionized water by a Malvern Zetasizer
Nano ZS, Model ZEN3600).
Measurements of the spectral transmission after the polymer coating procedure

of the nanorods are shown in Fig. 5.4. A plasmon resonance peak (minimum in
the transmission spectrum) at a wavelength of about 530 nm is observed, which
has its origin in the presence of grains of Pt and Au within the noble metal shell. A
longitudinal plasmon resonance can not be observed, which for the present nanorod
geometry would be expected at around 800 nm. Therefore, improvement of the
detectable nanorod concentration by exploiting the enhanced nanorod-orientation
dependent scattering of longitudinal plasmon resonances can not be achieved, but
the noble metal shell prevents the core from oxidation, which is a prerequisite for
the transfer to water.
Following stabilization in water, the nanorods have been functionalized by con-

jugating recognition agents to the carboxy groups of the polymer backbone. To
that end, well established N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N'-ethylcarbodiimide hy-
drochloride (EDC) / N-Hydroxysulfosuccinimide sodium salt (Sulfo-NHS) carboxy
activation to couple amine groups is employed (reagents purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich).140 Amine-modi�ed biotin as recognition agent for streptavidin is coupled
to the carboxy groups of the polymer backbone. Therefore, biotinylated and amine
conjugated polyethylene glycol polymers with a molecular weight of about 3000
Da, purchased from RAPP Polymere, as well as EZ-LINK Pentylamine-Biotin
with a molecular weight of about 310 Da, purchased from VWR, are applied.
This is accomplished by mixing the particles with EDC, Sulfo-NHS and the amine
conjugated biotin. All reagents are added in a 100k mol excess to the number of
nanoparticles. After a reaction time of 1h, the particles are gently centrifuged to
wash out free unbound EDC, Sulfo-NHS and biotin complexes by precipitation.
Afterwards, the particles are redissolved in water or bu�er solution.
The procedure of binding the monoclonal antibody Herceptin141 as recognition

agent for sHER2 assays has been employed according to the biotinylation protocol
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Figure 5.3.: Schematic illustration of the polymer coating procedure. (a) The
initial polymer backbone with the anhydride rings. (b) Hydrophobic side chains
are added to the backbone via opening the rings of the polymer and by a
reaction of the amine with the created carboxy group. (c) The hydrophobic
surfactant on the nanoparticle surface interacts with the hydrophobic side chains
of the polymer and binding is formed via hydrophobic interaction. Opening the
rest of the rings increases the number of carboxy groups and allows an
electrostatic particle stabilization in aqueous solution.138
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Figure 5.4.: Spectral transmission of polymer stabilized noble metal coated
nanorods. No longitudinal plasmon resonance can be observed (expected at
about 800 nm). The minimum of transmission at about 530 nm, which is typical
for particles with a nearly spherical geometry, indicates that the noble metal
shell consists of separated grains.

mentioned above.
Recognition agent coupling has been veri�ed by a substantial loss in Zeta po-

tential magnitude (typically 30-40 mV) induced by the binding of the polymer
carboxy groups to amines that decreases the overall nanoprobe charge.

5.1.2. Nickel Nanorods

Synthesis of Ni nanorods into nanoporous alumina templates by electrodeposition
from a Watts bath has been realized in Saarbrücken (Saarland University) by
the group of Andreas Tschöpe according to a protocol described previously by
Guenther et al.142 Here, a two step anodization process in sulfuric acid is applied
to create a nanoporous alumina membrane in an aluminum foil. After the �rst
anodization, the resulting alumina surface is dissolved in phosphoric acid. The
anodization process is then repeated, resulting in highly ordered nanoporous �lms
with pore diameters between 20 and 30 nm. Afterwards, the pores are �lled with
Ni in a Watts bath comprising of nickelsulfate, nickelchloride and boric acid by
pulsed electrodeposition. Drying of the substrate has to be avoided to ensure
uniform pore �lling. Control of the length of the rods is achieved by adjusting the
overall charge transfer during the pore �lling step.
Finally, the membranes are transferred to a NaOH solution to dissolve the oxide

and to release the nanorods. Adding Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as surfactant
to the alkaline etchant ensures stabilization of the Ni nanorods resulting in single
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Figure 5.5.: TEM image of a Ni nanorod batch recorded in Saarbrücken by
Annegret Günther and Andreas Tschöpe. The mean magnetic core length of the
particles is 182±29 nm and the mean magnetic core diameter is 26±3 nm.11

particle dispersions. Washing of the solution and transfer of the particles to water
is done via precipitation in a centrifuge and sonication.
To examinine the geometry of the particles, TEM is used and the recorded im-

ages are taken to determine the mean and standard deviation of the length and
diameter (see Fig. 5.5). With TEM imaging, the PVP surfactant layer is not
visible, so that the geometry of the bare magnetic core can be determined. The
length and diameter of the here employed nanorod batch amount to 182±29 nm
and 26±3 nm, respectively.11 Magnetic characterization has been done by vibrat-
ing sample magnetometry (VSM) and reveals a mean particle magnetic moment
of 3.75·10-17 Am2.11

These particles are single dispersed in water, but very sensitive to changes of
the salt concentration and the pH value. Thus, these Ni nanorods cannot directly
be used for speci�c functionalization by a recognition agent, but are well suited
to characterize unspeci�c protein binding in water. Results will be presented in
chapter 5.4.2.

5.2. Modeling of the Ideally Suited Nanoparticle

By modeling of the nanoparticle characteristics prior to the execution of measure-
ments, the ideal shape and composition of a suitable nanoparticle type can be
determined. Thus, modeling results serve as a guideline for the development of a
synthesis procedure. Moreover, the modeling of the behavior of rotating nanorods
helps to understand and to interpret obtained experimental results, which in turn
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allow to continuously improve the theoretical model.
The following subsections deal with the three main characteristics of suitable

nanoparticles, which are the optical, magnetic and the rotational properties. Each
of these properties can be characterized individually, however, to obtain the most
useful particle type, all three have to be regarded as an ensemble of interconnected
parameters. Therefore, it is not enough to optimize one of them if the others are
not taken into account. For example, a very small particle size would maximize
the e�ect of relative increase in hydrodynamic drag upon target molecule binding,
but on the other hand, it would obviously hinder a successful optical detection.
Furthermore, technically feasible synthesis routes have to be kept in mind to obtain
useful results.
Optimization of the optical response to the incident light allows to use a low

nanoprobe concentration in the sample volume, which leads to an increased sen-
sitivity of the biosensing principle. Also, by separating the longitudinal plasmon
resonances of di�erently functionalized types of nanorods used together in the
same sample volume, multiplexing analysis can be made possible. Optical simu-
lation results of ideal particles will be presented and discussed in the �rst section.
It concludes with an outlook on alternative particle types that could also be used
for the PlasMag measurement system from an optical point of view.
Magnetic nanorod property modeling de�nes the degree of orientation in an

external magnetic �eld of a certain strength, which a�ects the magnitude of the
obtained measurement signal. Modeling of the rotational nanorod behavior in
an external �eld speci�es usable nanorod dimensions and enables to estimate the
biosensing potential of the proposed technique.
The modeling presented here, explicitly focuses on Co core nanorods (presented

in chapter 5.1.1), as these represent particles, which meet best the needs of the
PlasMag measurement principle.

5.2.1. Optical Nanorod Property Modeling

The modeling of the optical nanoparticle characteristics allows to determine the
most suitable particle geometry regarding a maximization of the scattered and
absorbed light to enable detection of particle concentrations as low as possible.
In this chapter, optical nanorod properties studied by the DDA code DDSCAT

will be discussed (see chapter 3.2.2). For the sake of simple comparison of the
gained results, water is chosen as the surrounding medium throughout all sim-
ulations presented in this chapter even for bare Co nanorods. Unless otherwise
speci�ed, linearly polarized incident light and nanorods oriented with their long
axis parallel to the polarization direction are assumed. Mainly, this chapter fo-
cuses on plasmonic enhancement of the optical properties of suitable nanorod
types upon the addition of noble metal shells, which enables to tune the nanorod
scattering and absorption behavior.
From an optical point of view, even bare magnetic nanorods are suitable and

appropriate for the proposed PlasMag measurement technique. In linearly po-
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larized light, the extinction depends on the angle between the long nanorod axis
and the direction of polarization, which is the basic prerequisite of the PlasMag
detection method. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5.6, which exemplarily shows cal-
culated extinction cross sections for plain cylindrical Co nanorods with a length
of 80 nm and a diameter of 6 nm (see chapter 5.1.1 for fabrication details on
these nanorods). Here, α denotes the angle between the nanorod's long axis and
the direction of polarization. The �gure shows that the extinction is high in
case of a parallel nanorod orientation (black line, α = 0◦) and decreases with
increasing angle, reaching its minimum for perpendicular orientation (green line).
Even though no plasmon resonance can be excited within this wavelength range,
the intrinsic anisotropic polarizability of rod-shaped particles allows to employ
even bare magnetic nanorods as probes for PlasMag measurements. The di�erent
slopes of the single extinction spectra in the �gure at small wavelengths indicate a
transversal plasmon resonance peak at a wavelength smaller than 300 nm. In non-
polarized light, the extinction spectrum would be identical for all possible particle
orientations. The geometry of the nanocylinder has been chosen with respect to
experimentally obtainable Co nanorods that possess the advantage of being small
in size with a narrow distribution of particle geometry parameters.

Figure 5.6.: Extinction spectra of bare Co cylinders (80 nm length and 6 nm
diameter) for di�erent angles between the direction of incoming light
polarization and the long axis of the nanocylinder, ranging from parallel (α = 0◦,
black) to perpendicular (green line) orientation.

The choice of the laser wavelength of 1060 nm in the experimental setup (see
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chapter 4) is supported by measurements of the transmission spectra of deoxyhe-
moglobin and saline bu�er solutions, which shows a maximum in the near infrared
regime of light.143,144 The di�erence in extinction between parallel and perpen-
dicular oriented nanoparticles at the used light wavelength is proportional to the
measured signal magnitude. Therefore, it serves as a parameter for comparing
di�erent nanorod types. This value amounts to about 610 nm2 for the shown bare
Co nanorods (Fig. 5.6) and will be used later in this thesis again.
In general, particles that support plasmon resonances show signi�cantly in-

creased scattering and transmission characteristics (see chapter 3.2 for details on
plasmon resonances). The geometry of the nanoparticle is the main factor deter-
mining the peak position of the plasmon resonance wavelength. This is shown
schematically in a normalized plot (see Fig. 5.7) for the case of bare Au particles.
Here, spheres of di�erent diameters are compared to cylinders of varying aspect
ratios. While an increasing diameter of spheres does not signi�cantly change the
plasmon resonance peak position (black line d=5 nm, grey line d=40 nm), a change
of the aspect ratio of cylinders results in large shifts of the longitudinal plasmon
resonance peak position (d=10 nm �xed; lengths vary from L=20 nm, red line, to
L=70 nm, orange line).
For characterization of suitable core-shell nanorods, experimentally already

available bare magnetic nanorods, as used for the spectra simulation in Fig. 5.6,
have been chosen as core-particles. In Fig. 5.8, the in�uence of the noble metal
shell thickness on the longitudinal plasmon resonance peak is shown. Here, a Au
shell is assumed as noble metal coating on the Co nanorods. The simulations show
that with increasing shell thickness, a sharp longitudinal plasmon peak is formed.
The thicker the Au shell, the more the peak wavelength is shifted to the visible
range of light. Also, the peak sharpness and height increases. By comparing the
spectra of Au coated nanorods (Fig. 5.8) to bare Co nanorods (Fig. 5.6), an in-
crease in extinction cross section of about a factor of 100 can be gained by adding
a Au shell.
The e�ect of the gold's high electrical conductivity contrary to platinum, which

has a lower conductivity is shown in Fig. 5.9, which compares the extinction of
nanorods with a Pt shell to nanorods with a Au shell of the same thickness as well
as to bare Co nanorods (Co core parameters: L=80 nm, d=6 nm). Furthermore,
the extinction spectrum of nanorods with both platinum and Au as subsequent
shells is plotted. It can be clearly seen that the 5 nm thick Au shell (green line)
results in the sharpest peak, while Co nanorods do not show a peak wavelength
at all (black line, see also Fig. 5.6). Platinum coverage (blue line) results in
a broader peak, smaller in height, in the lower wavelength regime. Both noble
metals as subsequent layers in the shell increases the height of the plasmon peak
and results, in comparison to a plain Au shell, in a broadening of the overall peak
(red line). Therefore, Au is preferred to Pt as shell material, as the Au shell results
in a sharp plasmon resonance peak in the infrared wavelength regime, which can
be achieved with the combined Pt / Au shell only at the prize of an enlarged
particle volume. The combined Pt / Au noble metal shell used for the simulations
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Figure 5.7.: Plasmon peak shift of bare Au particles of di�erent shape and size
in a normalized plot. While an increasing radius of spheres does not signi�cantly
change the plasmon resonance peak position (black line for d=5 nm, grey line for
d=40 nm), a change of the aspect ratio of cylinders results in large peak shifts of
the longitudinal plasmon resonance. The cylinders possess a �xed diameter of 10
nm and varying lengths.
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Figure 5.8.: In�uence of the thickness of the noble metal shell in case of core /
shell particles. Extinction spectra of the longitudinal plasmon resonances of
cylindrical Co core particles (L=80 nm, d=6 nm) surrounded by Au shells of
varying thicknesses.
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can not be compared to the experimentally obtained shell in chapter 5.1.1 due the
grain-like shell structure of the experimentally used nanoparticles.

Figure 5.9.: Comparison of di�erent shell materials. Longitudinal plasmon
resonance spectra for bare Co nanorods (L=80 nm, d=6 nm, black), for Co core
/ Au shell nanorods (5 nm shell thickness, green), for Co core / Pt shell
nanorods (5 nm shell thickness, blue) and for Co core nanorods with Pt (5 nm)
and Au (5 nm) as subsequent shell layers (red line).

The PlasMag measurement signal originates from volume changes of the applied
nanoparticles. Therefore, the smaller the volume of a bare nanoprobe is, the
higher is the relative increase upon analyte binding and the better is the sensor's
sensitivity. The simulations concerning the noble metal shell show that a Au
shell thickness of 5 nm represents a good compromise between ampli�cation of
the optical extinction and the added particle volume. Thus, in the following
simulations a Au shell thickness of 5 nm is assumed.
Fig. 5.10 illustrates the shift in longitudinal plasmon peak resonance position

upon changes of the initial Co core length (diameter �xed at 6 nm, lengths varying
from 60 nm to 100 nm) with a Au shell thickness of 5 nm. Nanorods with a Co
core length of 80 nm and a Au shell thickness of 5 nm can be expected to show
a longitudinal plasmon resonance peak in the targeted near-infrared wavelength
regime. Additionally, this graph also shows a potential path towards multiplexed
analyte detection in the same sample cuvette. Here, the behavior of di�erently
functionalized nanorods could be resolved by employing nanorod batches of dif-
ferent core lengths and appropriate laser wavelengths for detection.
For Co nanorods (80 nm length and 6 nm diameter) surrounded by a 5 nm
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Figure 5.10.: Shift of the longitudinal plasmon peak resonance position of Co
core / Au shell nanorods upon changes of the initial Co core length (diameter
�xed at 6 nm) with a Au shell thickness of 5 nm.

thick Au shell, the dependence of the extinction on the orientation of the main
nanocylinder axis to the direction of polarization is plotted in Fig. 5.11. As
expected, the longitudinal plasmon peak height decreases with increasing angle.
In comparison to plain magnetic nanorods (see Fig. 5.6), the extinction di�erence
of parallel to perpendicular oriented particles at a wavelength of 1060 nm is much
higher and amounts to about 31410 nm2 (bare Co nanorods: 610 nm2, i.e. an
increase by a factor of > 50). The transversal plasmon resonance peak can be
seen at about 510 nm.
The in�uence of a realistic Gaussian distribution of particle geometries on the

longitudinal plasmon resonance peak is shown in Fig. 5.12. While the standard
deviation of the length of the Co core has been determined experimentally using
TEM imaging, the diameter can be set constant according to the narrow distribu-
tion obtained by the synthesis (see chapter 5.1.1). Assumptions have to be made
for the expected but not yet experimentally achieved Au shell. A rather broad
distribution is used for the Au shell compared to the Co core length. The quotient
σ/µ of the standard deviation σ and the mean value µ amounts to 0.18 for the
Au shell and to 0.07 for the Co core length. Ideal particles without geometry
distribution are represented by the black line in Fig 5.12(a). By varying the Co
core length (red line) only, no shift of the plasmon peak position is observed but
a decrease of the peak height by about 14%. Upon a variation of the Au shell
thickness, a shift of the plasmon peak wavelength occurs (shown by the blue line).
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Figure 5.11.: Dependence of the extinction upon changes of the orientation of
Co core / Au shell nanorods. Here, α denotes the angle between the
nanocylinder's main axis and the direction of polarization and varies from
parallel alignment (α = 0◦, black) up to a perpendicular one (green line). The
core possesses a length of 80 nm and a diameter of 6 nm and is surrounded by a
5 nm thick shell.
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The experimentally realistic case of a variation of both the Au shell thickness and
the Co core length (green line) results in a peak shift of 26 nm towards smaller
wavelengths. Furthermore, it results in a decrease of the peak height by approx-
imately 27% and in an increase of the half width maximum from 190 nm to 280
nm relative to the ideal particles without geometry distribution. These facts have
to be considered when experimentally realizing a PlasMag measurement (e.g. by
adjusting the laser wavelength). Fig. 5.12(b) shows the relative abundances of
the used particle geometry parameters in % that are used to create the curves in
(a) by adding up the respective extinction spectra.10

Figure 5.12.: (a) In�uence of a realistic Gaussian distribution of particle
geometry parameters on the longitudinal plasmon resonance peak (mean value
µ, standard deviation σ). The black line corresponds to ideal particles without
any geometry parameter distribution. Variations of the Au shell thickness (blue
curve), the Co core length (red curve), and both the Au shell thickness and Co
core length (green curve) are plotted. (b) Relative abundances of the used
particle geometry parameters in %.10

Moreover, an additional coating with a biomolecular shell causes a shift of the
peak wavelength position of the longitudinal plasmon resonance. This is illustrated
in Fig. 5.13 for Au coated Co cylinders (core length 80 nm, core diameter 6 nm, 5
nm Au layer) with two di�erent thicknesses of an assumed organic shell. Bare core-
shell cylinders are represented by the black line, while the extinction spectrum for
a 5 nm thick extra biomolecular layer is plotted in green, and the spectrum for an
additional 10 nm thick layer is shown by the blue curve. The longitudinal plasmon
peak is shifted into the infrared regime of light and increases in height by adding
organic layers. This is of importance for the stabilization and functionalization
procedure as well as for further binding of analyte molecules. Calculations are
carried out with a real refractive index of the organic layer of 1.45 and under the
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assumption of a dense homogeneous coating.145

Figure 5.13.: Longitudinal plasmon resonance peak wavelength shifts of Au
coated Co nanocylinders upon addition of a biomolecular shell (core length 80
nm, core diameter 6 nm, and 5 nm Au layer). Extinction spectra of a plain Co
core / Au shell cylinder (black), after addition of a 5 nm (green) and of a 10 nm
(blue) thick biomolecular shell.

Furthermore, additional simulations of the optical properties of other particle
types have been carried out within the scope of this work at an early stage of the
project to identify a whole set of suitable particle types. These have not been
tested with the PlasMag method, but they represent possible alternatives to the
noble metal shell coated Co core nanorods (the most appropriate particle type for
the PlasMag measurement method). Alternative particle materials and geometries
have always been chosen according to possible synthesis routes. Particle types of
di�erent collaborators have been tested for their applicability for the PlasMag
measurement technique. A summary of those simulations is shown in Fig. 5.14
in a normalized plot. The blue line represents cylindrical particles with an overall
length of 210 nm and a diameter of 40 nm composed of two di�erent materials,
namely Au and Co, which are arranged in three layers of equal length (two Au
layers and one Co layer in between; synthesized in a nanoporous template based on
electrochemical deposition techniques carried out at the University of Hamburg
by the group of Kornelius Nielsch).146�148 Commercially available Au nanorods
(L=40 nm and d=20 nm, Nanopartz Inc.) encapsulated by a 5 nm maghemite
shell (Fe2O3, synthesis at the Austrian Institute of Technology) are shown in red.
The black line refers to the Co-particles from chapter 5.1.1, but instead of the
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mixed Pt/Au shell presented there, a Pt coverage on the side walls and Au on the
tips of the cylinder is assumed (the assumption is based on published as well as on
unpublished preceding fabrication methods carried out by the INSA Toulouse).149

Finally, the dark green line shows the extinction of a maghemite cylinder (L=580
nm, d=25 nm) surrounded by a Pt shell of 15 nm thickness (the shell does not
cover the tips of the inner cylinder). The latter particle type can be synthesized
by atomic layer deposition into nanoporous templates.150 These simulations show
that a wide range of di�erent potential particle types can be characterized on their
optical behavior by the DDA simulation method.

Figure 5.14.: Normalized extinction spectra of alternative particle types. The
geometry and the materials are qualitatively illustrated in the �gure while a
more detailed description is given in the text.

In summary, the modeling of the optical properties serves as a useful tool to
�gure out nanorod dimensions and compositions, which are optimal for the Plas-
Mag method. With regard to the wavelength position of the longitudinal plasmon
peak (near-infrared regime) as well as to the expected optical signal strength. A
particle type composed of a Co core with a diameter of 6 nm and a length of 80 nm
coated by a Au shell of 5 nm thickness suits best the requirements for a successful
PlasMag sensing. These dimensions act as target input for nanorod synthesis.
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5.2.2. Magnetic Nanorod Property Modeling

Modeling of the magnetic properties of suitable nanorods is mainly accomplished
regarding the characteristics presented in chapter 3.1, which includes the choice
of magnetic material, size and geometry of the nanorods to obtain ferromagnetic
particles with �xed magnetic moment direction. Modeling is used to determine
the needed magnetic �eld strength to obtain a high degree of nanorod alignment
within the solution, which is another important experimental parameter, especially
for the design of the measurement setup.
For the Co nanorods presented in chapter 5.1.1, the magnetic crystal and shape

anisotropies are parallel to each other and force the particles' magnetic moments
to be directed along the main axes of the nanorods.151 Thus, for typically en-
countered nanorod lengths, the magnetic anisotropy energy greatly exceeds the
thermal energy and superparamagnetism can be neglected. For Co nanorods of
80 nm length, the Néel relaxation time (see equation 3.1 on page 22) is of the
order of 1080 s at room temperature, which indicates that the magnetic moment
is stable and �xed in its direction within the particle.
An ensemble of ferromagnetic nanoparticles behaves similarly to the magnetic

domains in a bulk paramagnet. Therefore, it can be well described by the Langevin
equation (see equation 3.41 on page 36),33 which makes it possible to determine
the degree of alignment with respect to the external magnetic �eld strength, the
temperature, the speci�c magnetic material, and the size of the nanorods. Fig.
5.15 shows the degree of alignment of bare Co nanorods, under assumption of single
domain particles, with a �xed diameter of 6 nm depending on the external �eld
strength and the length of the nanorods as it can be varied within the synthesis
procedure (see chapter 5.1.1). The temperature is set to 295 K. Obviously, the
higher the �eld strength and the longer the particles are, the higher is the degree of
alignment, which is attributed to the decreased temperature in�uences on larger
particles and the in�uence of the external magnetic �eld interacting with the
magnetic moment of the nanorod.
For example, for nanorods with a core length of 80 nm, an alignment ratio of

about 75 % at a �eld strength of 5 mT is achieved. Thus, external magnetic �eld
strengths up to 10 mT ensure a high degree of alignment (up to 88 %). The
PlasMag measurement signal of an ensemble of particles re�ects a superposition
of all particle orientations, so that an increased alignment ratio results in an
optimized signal.

5.2.3. Modeling of Nanorod Rotational Behavior and

Biosensing Potential

Modeling of the rotational behavior of nanoprobes upon analyte binding is applied
to gain additional information about required speci�cations of both the nanorod
properties and the measurement setup as well as information about the biosensing
potential of the PlasMag measurement technique.
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Figure 5.15.: Alignment ratio of dispersed Co nanorods in dependence of their
core length and the applied external magnetic �eld strength Bmag.

Therefore, the model developed by Shliomis for particles within an external
rotating magnetic �eld is applied (see equation 3.49 on page 37), which satisfyingly
describes the measurement signal at the �eld strength and frequencies used in this
chapter. For the here used �eld strengths and frequencies, the Shliomis model can
be well applied. Fig. 5.16 shows the dependence of the phase lag on the Co
core length as well as on the frequency of the applied external magnetic �eld for
di�erent shell thicknesses. As expected, the phase lag increases with increasing
shell thickness. Here, bare Co nanorods are compared to Au coated nanorods,
to nanorods possessing a Au shell and antibody (Ab) functionalization and to
nanorods of di�erent additional antigen (Ag) loadings. Under the assumption of
an antigen of 5 nm length, an additional Ag shell thickness of 1 nm corresponds
to an Ag loading of 20 %. The 60-80 nm Co core length particles show the
maximum phase lag change upon binding of antigen (about 15◦ for a fully Ag
coated nanorod) after comparing the phase lag of the Ag loaded nanorods to
the functionalized nanorods and by calculating the phase lag di�erence. While
the decrease of the phase lag di�erence for longer nanorods can be explained by a
reduced relative change of the hydrodynamic volume upon coating with a constant
shell thickness, the decrease for shorter nanorod lengths can be explained by a
decreased alignment ratio due to the temperature in�uence (see chapter 5.2.2).
Following parameters have been assumed for the calculations: Co with a bulk
value of saturation magnetization of MS of 1.44·106 A/m,31 an external magnetic
�eld magnitude of 1 mT at a frequency of 1 kHz, and water as medium with a
viscosity of 1 mPa·s at 295 K. Fig. 5.16(b) shows the frequency dependence of
the phase lag of particles with 80 nm core length and at a �eld strength of 1 mT,
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again, which have the largest phase lag di�erences at frequencies of about 1 kHz.

Figure 5.16.: Phase lag change upon addition of various shells. (a) Dependence
of the phase lag on the Co core length for subsequent shell coating, starting with
bare Co nanorods (black), Au coated nanorods (blue), antibody (Ab)
functionalized nanorods (green), nanorods with 1 nm (20 % coverage) antigen
(Ag) loading, and fully Ag coated nanorods (5 nm). Absolute phase lag values
correspond to the left axis, while phase lag di�erences (Ab coverage vs. Ag
loading) are indicated by the right axis. (b) Frequency dependence of the phase
lag of particles with 80 nm core length with the same nanorod coating states as
in (a).10

This means that nanorods with a Co core length of 80 nm can be used most
e�ectively at an experimentally reasonable frequency in the lower kHz regime.
Furthermore, antigen loading down to 20 % is measurable under the assumption
of a homogeneous distribution of the analyte molecules translating into reduced
analyte shell thickness.

5.3. Spectral Measurements in Static Magnetic

Fields

Spectral measurements of bare Co nanorods have been carried out to prove the
simulated dependence of the particle extinction on the angle between the polar-
ization direction of the light and the long particle axis (see Fig. 5.6 in chapter
5.2). The reason for the angular dependence is the shape-dependent anisotropic
polarizability.
In order to achieve a high alignment ratio of the magnetic nanorods, a homoge-

neous static magnetic �eld (15 mT magnitude) was applied parallel and perpen-
dicular to the polarization direction of the incident light, and then, wavelength
spectra were recorded. Additionally, spectra of randomly oriented particles in the
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absence of an external �eld were measured. The instrumentation comprises a halo-
gen lamp, a rotatable polarizing �lter, and a spectrometer (Trax 550 spectrometer
from JYHoriba). The spectra are corrected for a linear time dependence due to
aggregation resulting in a precipitation of the magnetic particles. The employed
nanorod batch consists of nanorods of 90 nm length at a concentration of 4 µg/ml
(i.e. n=1.8·1017 particles/m3) stabilized by HDA in toluene.10

Fig. 5.17 compares the measured spectra (solid lines) with the simulated spectra
(dashed lines) for all three particle orientations with respect to the polarization
direction. The transmission T = exp(−nsCext) depends on the extinction cross
section Cext, the particle concentration n, and the optical path length s (1 cm
through the sample cuvette).86 These transmissions have been calculated for par-
allel (Tpar), perpendicular (Tperp), and random (Trand) orientations. The latter
is given by Trand = 1

3
(Tpar + 2Tperp) according to two degrees of freedom for the

perpendicular orientation.97 The DDA simulation method is used for the calcu-
lation of the respective extinction cross sections. Here, an additional 2 nm thick
molecular shell with a refractive index of 1.5 has been included to take account of
the HDA surfactant layer. The simulated curves and the measured spectra are in
good qualitative agreement.10

Figure 5.17.: Simulated and measured transmission spectra of Co nanorods in
a static magnetic �eld for three di�erent particle orientations with respect to the
direction of polarization of the incident light. Simulated (dashed lines) and
measured (solid lines) spectra are compared. Particle alignment is
experimentally achieved by a static magnetic �eld of 15 mT magnitude.10
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5.4. Measurements in Rotating Magnetic Fields

This chapter summarizes the main experimental results achieved with the PlasMag
measurement setup and covers measurements in rotating magnetic �elds of all
types of nanoparticles presented in chapter 5.1. The structure of this chapter is
composed in a systematic way of step-wise proving the measurement principle. It
starts with measurements of bare Co nanorods in organic solvents. Furthermore,
unspeci�c binding of protein to Ni nanorods will be presented and, �nally, results
of speci�c binding measurements using noble metal shell coated Co nanorods to
detect streptavidin as well as the cancer biomarker sHER2 will prove the working
principle of the PlasMag method.

5.4.1. Measurement Results of Bare Cobalt Nanoparticles

The �rst particles available, were bare Co nanorods, which are ideally suited as
core material for the aspired core-shell nanorods as predicted by the modeling in
chapter 5.2. Due to their shape-dependent anisotropic polarizability, which has
been proven by measurements in static magnetic �elds in chapter 5.3, these rods
can be used for an optical detection of the rotational dynamics. This serves as
a �rst experimental validation of the PlasMag measurement principle. The used
particles are dissolved in organic solvents to prevent oxidation, which would result
in changes of the magnetic characteristics. Agglomeration of the bare magnetic
nanorods in solution is a critical point and will be discussed in the following. The
employed particle batch consists of nanorods dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF)
with lauric acid (LA) as ligand. The viscosity η of THF is 0.48 mPa·s and the
particles' geometrical dimensions are 53 nm medium length and 6 nm medium
diameter. Moreover, a 2 nm thick LA ligand shell can be assumed. The ideal
particle length of 80 nm has not been achieved for the particle batch used here,
but due to the lack of the noble metal shell (no plasmon resonances) and due
to the fact that these particles are used to give an initial proof of the PlasMag
concept, they can be well applied.
For the measurements presented here, the �rst setup shown in chapter 4 has

been used. The model of Shliomis was used to describe the rotational behavior of
bare Co nanorods (see equation 3.49 on page 37). Even though, this model has
been further developed by Yoshida et al, it is justi�ed to use Shliomis' model to
describe the main characteristics of the rotational dynamics due to the problems
regarding aggregation of the nanorod batch, which hinder the Yoshida model to
substantially improve the interpretation of the measured data.
In Fig. 5.19(a) typical raw signals generated by the PlasMag setup are shown.

The black line denotes the optical signal from the photodetector output while the
red line represents the reference signal, which originates from the magnetic �eld.
This signal is generated by the voltage drop across one coil of the Helmholtz coil
pair indicative of the rotating magnetic �eld component parallel to the polarization
axis of light (see also chpater 4.3). The phase lag of interest can now be illustrated
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by a simple example under the assumption that the particles do not experience a
drag torque and are rotating in phase with the �eld (see Fig. 5.18). In this case,
they are oriented parallel to the direction of the polarization, when the magnetic
�eld of the coil parallel to the polarization direction shows a maximum. Particles
oriented parallel to the polarization show a maximum of extinction and, thus, a
minimum in the transmission signal is obtained. Therefore, the time di�erence
between the reference maximum and the minimum of the photodetector output
corresponds to the phase lag of the nanorod's long axis orientation relative to the
rotating external magnetic �eld.10

Figure 5.18.: Schematic illustration of the measured phase lag. (a) Particle
without phase lag. The magnetic signal (red) of the coil parallel to the
polarization axis is maximal and the particle aligned parallel to polarization,
which results in a minimum of light transmission (black). (b) Particle with phase
lag. The magnetic signal (red) is maximal, but the transmission signal (black) is
shifted in time with the phase lag ϕ.

The phase lag is recorded with respect to the magnetic �eld frequency and
magnitude. Measured phase lag spectra at three di�erent external magnetic �eld
magnitudes (1 mT, 2.5 mT, 5 mT) are shown in Fig. 5.19(b) in solid lines. It can
be seen, according to the theoretical model, that the phase lag roughly follows an
arctan dependence and that it decreases with increasing �eld strength due to an
enlarged magnetic torque acting on the nanorods. Moreover, the optical signal is
frequency doubled with respect to the magnetic signal according to the symmetry
in particle geometry (see also chapter 4.3). However, the model calculations give
smaller phase lags (dotted lines corresponding to the right axis in the graph). For
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the model, particle geometry data determined by TEM imaging and Co with a
bulk value of saturation magnetization of MS of 1.44·106 A/m were used.31 The
reason for the deviation from the measured phase lag originates from the fact that
the particles form agglomerates and that the measured signal corresponds to the
rotating agglomerates. This is supported by alternative measurements of the mean
hydrodynamic diameter by single particle tracking microscope measurements,133

which result in hydrodynamic diameters of 310 nm assuming a spherical particle
shape.10

An improved modeling considering also the particle aggregation is based on
spherical agglomerates with a hydrodynamic diameter of 310 nm. Under the
assumption of hexagonal close packed nanorods with a core diameter of 6 nm and
a particle distance of 10 nm (i.e. rod diameter + 2 x 2 nm surfactant layer) the
magnetic part of the volume amounts to about 1/3 of the overall hydrodynamic
volume. This corresponds to a magnetic core volume with a diameter of about 213
nm. By assuming hexagonal packed magnetic nanorods, the magnetic moments of
neighboring rods will almost compensate each other (see Fig. 3.4 in chapter 3.1).
Dumestre et al. report on the lowered magnetic moment due to a self organization
of a comparable nanorod batch.60 Therefore, additionally to assuming particle
agglomerates, the magnetic moment has to be lowered accordingly. By reducing
the magnetic moment of such an agglomerate by a factor of 1000, the calculated
phase lag values show qualitative agreement with the measurement data.10

Figure 5.19.: PlasMag measurement results on bare Co nanorod solutions in an
external rotating magnetic �eld. (a) Typical raw PlasMag signal comprising the
reference signal (red line) and the frequency doubled optical signal (black line).
The reference signal corresponds to one component of the rotating magnetic
�eld, while the optical signal is the measured transmission detected by the
photoreceiver. (b) Recorded phase lag spectra for three di�erent �eld
magnitudes (solid lines) and modeled phase lag spectra. The single particle
model (dotted lines) and the agglomeration model (dashed lines) are compared.10

The reason for the strong formation of agglomerates is the synthesis procedure,
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which involves repeated drying and washing steps that bring the particles into
close contact. Even by using strong ultrasound sonication, these agglomerates
cannot be separated. By the improved fabrication method without drying steps
resulting in noble metal shell coated nanorods, aggregational problems can be
avoided and single particle dispersions can be obtained, which will be shown later
in chapter 5.4.3.

5.4.2. Measurement Results of Bare Nickel Nanoparticles

Ni nanorods synthesized as described in chapter 5.1.2 o�er the advantage of being
stabilizable in aqueous solution as single particle dispersions. Phase lag measure-
ments of Ni nanorods in rotating magnetic �elds have also been presented by
Guenther et al.142 As the functionalization of these particles is challenging due to
the almost unreactive PVP on the particle surface and as the particle stability de-
pends very sensitively upon changes of the pH and upon the ionic strength of the
solution, the Ni nanorods are hardly applicable to speci�c binding experiments.
Nevertheless, Ni nanorods can be used for the detection of unspeci�c protein bind-
ing, and therefore, prove that upon binding of target molecules, the measurement
signal changes and an increased phase lag is obtained in the measured spectra.
Binding experiments of BSA to the surface of the nanorods are presented in

the following paragraphs and give a good proof of the overall measurement prin-
ciple. Additionally, the amount of bound protein has also been validated by mea-
surements of the electrophoretic mobility of particles with and without adsorbed
BSA. Upon protein binding, the surface charge density and, subsequently, the
electrophoretic mobility changes, which allows an estimation of the amount of
bound molecules.

Protein Detection Measurements

Phase lag spectra of Ni nanorod samples without BSA are compared to spectra
of samples with BSA protein in Fig. 5.20. According to theory, the phase lag
increases under the presence of BSA protein, which is due to the adhesion of the
protein onto the surface of the Ni nanorods that results in an increased hydrody-
namic volume. Along with measured phase lag spectra, Fig. 5.20 shows �ts to
the experimentally obtained data using the empirical Yoshida model (see chapter
3.3).
BSA with a molecular weight of 66.5 kDa (purchased from Sigma-Aldrich)

is added at a concentration of 128 nM and the used Ni nanorod concentration
amounts to 10 pM (6·109 particles/ml). On the one hand, the surface layer of
the Ni nanorods becomes oxidized in aqueous media, which results in a positive
surface charge under slightly acidic pH conditions (see equation 3.3 on page 23).
On the other hand, the BSA protein molecule can be modeled as a prolate el-
lipsoid with dimensions of 14 nm x 4 nm and an electric charge gradient along
the main axis with an overall negative charge for the used solution.152 Thus, it
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can be assumed that the small area of the protein's cross section points toward
the nanorod surface (upright oriented binding) with the result that the amount
of used BSA is su�cient for at least �ve times full coverage of the nanorods, if
hexagonal dense packing of the protein is expected. E�ects related to a change
of the sample viscosity upon protein addition can be neglected, as measurements
with a micro-viscometer did not reveal viscosity changes within a resolution of 1%
of the measured value.11

Figure 5.20.: Phase lag spectra of Ni nanorod dispersions without and with
addition of BSA protein. Frequency phase lag spectra are recorded at three
di�erent �eld magnitudes. (a) Without addition of BSA. (b) After BSA addition
at a concentration of 128 nM. Measured data (dots) is �tted by calculated phase
spectra (solid lines).11

The model �ts include integration over Gaussian distributions of the plain
nanorod parameters (length, diameter, and magnetic moment) and the main free
parameter for �tting, which is the hydrodynamic shell thickness. This shell is the
sum of the PVP surfactant layer, the stagnant surface layer of immobile �uid, and
a layer of adhered target proteins on the nanorod surface. While the geometric
nanorod parameters (mean values and standard deviation of the length and the
diameter) are determined by TEM imaging (see Fig. 5.5), the magnetic moment
is deduced from VSM measurements (see chapter 5.1.2). Good model �ts were
obtained by reducing the magnetic moment by 20 % to a value of 3.0·10-17 Am2.
The reason for the reduction of the magnetic moment is that the VSM measure-
ments were carried out three weeks prior to the PlasMag measurements and that
Ni experiences a progressing surface oxidation. A decrease of the magnetic vol-
ume of the Ni nanorods by 20 %, corresponds to a surface oxide layer of about
1.3 nm thickness, which agrees to reported values in the literature.153 A standard
deviation of the magnetic moment of 2.1·10-17 Am2 for the best �t manifests it-
self in the curvature of the phase lag spectra. The hydrodynamic shell thickness
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extracted from the �tting procedure as the free parameter is 12±8 nm for bare Ni
nanorods and 34±24 nm after BSA addition. Thus, the addition of BSA results
in an increase of the mean hydrodynamic shell thickness of 22 nm. Regarding the
dimensions of the BSA molecule and its polarity, as mentioned above, this increase
represents a reasonable value. The remaining di�erence can be attributed to an
increase of the stagnant surface layer of immobile �uid.11

Fig. 5.21 shows phase lag spectra of Ni nanorods with and without addition of
BSA for a single �eld strength of 1 mT. Absolute phase lag values of Ni nanorods
are shown in black (without BSA) and grey (with BSA) and the relative phase
di�erence is shown in blue and corresponds to the right axis. Phase di�erences of
approximately 22◦ are obtained at an external magnetic �eld frequency of 330 Hz.
Therefore, protein binding can be easily detected by the PlasMag measurement
method.

Figure 5.21.: Phase spectra of Ni nanorods with and without addition of
protein at an external magnetic �eld amplitude of 1 mT and corresponding
relative phase di�erence. The dots represent measured values, while the lines
correspond to the calculated �ts. The relative phase di�erence (blue) reaches a
maximum value of about 22◦ at a frequency of 330 Hz.

Determination of bound BSA amount by electrophoretic mobility

measurements

The amount of bound protein to the surface of the employed Ni nanorods has been
evaluated independently by measuring the electrophoretic mobility of nanorods
with and without adhered protein. Therefore, a commercial Zetasizer has been
used (Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS, Model ZEN3600). All samples were washed
prior to the measurements and redispersed in ultrapure water to remove unbound
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protein. The washing procedure involved a magnetic separation of the particles
from the solution by using a small permanent magnet. Electrophoretic mobility
measurements of 6 samples (three each with and without BSA) have been carried
out. The results presented here, re�ect the calculated mean values. Mobility val-
ues of 2.71·10-8 m2/Vs for bare Ni nanorods and -1.05·10-8 m2/Vs for Ni nanorods
with bound BSA have been determined. The change of the sign of the mobility
values upon BSA addition already indicates protein binding.11 The Debye length
1/κ (see chapter 3.1) is experimentally determined from the ionic strength (IS) of
the sample solution (see equation 5.1), while the ionic strength itself follows from
the measured conductivity of the sample solution. The conductivity Λ amounts
to about 2.0 µS/cm for all measured samples, which indicates a successful wash-
ing of the nanorod dispersions. The ionic strength can be calculated under the
assumption of a small salt concentration by IS[µM ] ≈ 9.3 · Λ[µS/cm].154 This
results in Debye lengths for both samples of about 70 nm.

κ−1[nm] =
9.6√

IS[mM ]
(5.1)

The product of the inverse Debye length κ and the hydrodynamic particle radius
R determines the model that can be used for interpreting electrophoretic mobility
measurements and calculating the zeta potential. The radius R corresponds to the
distance from the center of the particle to the slip plane boundary (see chapter 3.1
and Fig. 3.5 for more details on the zeta potential). For cylindrical particles, this
is the hydrodynamic particle radius and corresponds to the sum of the magnetic
core radius and the additional hydrodynamic shell thickness.155 Therefore, the
product κR amounts to 0.36 for Ni nanorods without protein (R = 13 nm + 12
nm) and 0.67 for Ni nanorods with bound protein (R = 13 nm + 34 nm).
The geometry of the used nanorod has to be considered for calculating the zeta

potential from measured electrophoretic mobilities. A model that can be used
here, was developed by Ohshima155 and is valid for all values of the κR product
and, for an arbitrary orientation of the nanorods during the measurement. This
model will be discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs.11

For cylindrical particles aligned perpendicular to the applied electric �eld, the
electrophoretic mobility µ can be expressed as156,157

µ =
εrε0
η
ζf(κR) (5.2)

with the Henry function f(κR) which is given by155

f(κR) =
1

2

[
1 +

1

(1 + 2.55/ [κR (1 + exp(−κR))])2

]
, (5.3)

where εr (78.5) is the relative permittivity, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum with
a value of 8.854·10-12, η is the �uid viscosity, ζ denotes the zeta potential, κ the
inverse Debye length and R the cylinder radius. The Henry function is valid for
all values of the product κR and for low zeta potentials.155
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For an arbitrarily oriented cylinder, the mobility averaged over a random dis-
tribution of orientations is of the form:

µav =
1

3
µpar +

2

3
µperp, (5.4)

with µpar the mobility for parallel orientation of the cylinder to the electric �eld
and µperp the mobility for perpendicular alignment.158 This can be expressed with
Henry's function as155

µav =
εrε0
3η

ζ (1 + 2f(κR)) . (5.5)

Inserting the values of κ, R, and the measured mobility µav, mean zeta potentials
ζ of +55 mV for bare Ni nanorod samples, and -21 mV for BSA coated nanorod
samples are obtained. As mentioned above, the Ni nanorods possess a thin oxide
layer on their surface. Nickel oxide has a point of zero charge (see equation 3.3 in
chapter 3.1) at a pH value of about 8, which is above the pH value of the used
Ni nanorod sample solution (pH = 5.4).159 Therefore, positive values of the zeta
potential are reasonable.11

The surface charge density for cylindrical particles can be deduced from the
zeta potential.160 In general electrolyte solutions, the surface charge density of a
cylindrical particle is given by

σ =
εrε0κkBT

e
I, (5.6)

with the Boltzmann constant kB, the temperature T = 295 K, the elementary
electric charge e, and a factor

I = 2 sinh
(ys

2

)[
1 +

(
1

β2
− 1

)
1

cosh2 (ys/4)

] 1
2

, (5.7)

where

β =
K0(κR)

K1(κR)
, (5.8)

which depends on modi�ed Bessel functions Kn(z) of the second kind of order
n.160

Furthermore, the scaled potential y and the scaled surface potential ys are of
the form:160

y =
eψ

kBT
(5.9)

and

ys =
eψs
kBT

. (5.10)

The electrical potential at a certain radial distance r is ψ(r) and the potential
on the particle surface ψs.160
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Applying equation 5.6 results in surface charge densities at the slip plane of
+1.23·10-3 C/m2 for Ni nanorods without bound BSA, and -0.28·10-3 C/m2 for
BSA coated nanorods.
The number of elementary charges on the particle surface is

n =
σA

e
, (5.11)

with A denoting the particle surface area, and amounts to +280 for a bare nanorod,
and to -150 for a protein coated nanorod. Therefore, the mean change upon protein
binding in elementary charge per nanorod equals to a number of 430.
According to literature, every BSA molecule carries a mean charge of -3.4 at the

used pH value of 5.4.161 Therefore, a mean number of bound protein molecules
can be calculated from the above mentioned change in overall surface charges upon
protein binding. This value amounts to approximately 130 and corresponds to a
protein surface density of 5.8 fmol/mm2, which is reasonable compared to values
of bound BSA densities on various surfaces reported in the literature ranging from
0.8 fmol/mm2 to 54 fmol/mm2.11,162,163

5.4.3. Measurement Results of Noble Metal Coated Cobalt

Nanoparticles

While a basic proof-of-concept of the PlasMag detection principle was already
demonstrated for direct protein adhesion onto Ni nanorods (see chapter 5.4.2),
these types of nanoparticles only served as an intermediate solution, as the tar-
geted nanoprobes were not available at that time. With the successful water-
stabilization and functionalization of noble metal coated Co nanorods described
in chapter 5.1.1, �nal proof-of-concept work on the desired nanoprobes could be
executed.
In this chapter, stability measurements of these nanorods in di�erent bu�er

solution concentrations as well as stability measurements over time are presented.
Furthermore, the results of biotin-streptavidin model assays and the results of
measurements on the detection of sHER2 by Herceptin-functionalized nanorods
are discussed.

Stability Measurements

By measuring the transmission over time of the polymer coated nanorods dispersed
in di�erently concentrated phosphate bu�ered saline (PBS) bu�er solutions at a
wavelength of 600 nm (Nicolet Evolution 100 UV-Visible Spectrophotometer), it
was observed that the dispersion is stable even if the nanoparticles are dispersed in
salt containing bu�er solutions. In Fig. 5.22, the measured transmission and the
calculated particle concentration are plotted for three di�erent solvents (water, 15
mM PBS, 150 mM PBS). Here, particle dispersions with an initial concentration of
20 µg/ml are examined over time until the measured transmission values indicate
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a stable dispersion. The used PBS bu�er solution has been purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (150 mM sodium phosphate and 150 mM NaCl) and diluted with ultrapure
water. Initial calibration curves with dilutions of known particle concentrations
have been carried out prior to the measurements over time. For particles dispersed
in water or in a low concentrated (15 mM PBS) bu�er solution, stability is reached
within a short time compared to particles dispersed in a high concentrated bu�er
solution (150 mM), where agglomeration and sedimentation can be observed for
a long period. A �rst initial increase in transmission, and therefore, a drop in
particle concentration has always been observed and can be attributed to a small
amount of particles within the solution that su�er from poor stability caused by
variations of the quality of the polymer coating.
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Figure 5.22.: Measured transmission at 600 nm and calculated particle
concentration for polymer coated particles in water, 15 mM PBS and 150 mM
PBS over time. The initial particle concentration amounts to 20 µg/ml.

Similar results are obtained by measurements in rotating magnetic �elds for
particles dispersed in low concentrated bu�er solutions and are presented in Fig.
5.23. Here, the magnitude of the signal measured by the PlasMag platform at
a magnetic �eld strength of 5 mT and a frequency of 1130 Hz serves as an in-
dicator for the stability of the dispersion. A particle concentration of 10 µg/ml
dispersed in three di�erent solvents (water, 1 mM PBS, 13.5 mM PBS) has been
examined and stable values were observed after a few hours. Agglomeration and
sedimentation leading to a decrease of the measurement magnitude is observed in
the �rst hours. These measurements refer to the amplitude of the signal, which
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is correlated to the particle concentration. However, the main measurement pa-
rameter for the PlasMag method is the phase lag in a rotating magnetic �eld, and
this value is stable within the observed measurement time. Thus, only the par-
ticle concentration is a�ected by the ion containing bu�er solution. For particles
stored more than 10 hours in bu�er solution, saturation of the observed stability
e�ects is obtained, so that PlasMag measurements using the phase lag as the mea-
surement signal can be carried out under the assumption of a decreased particle
concentration.
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Figure 5.23.: Measured magnitude by the PlasMag setup at a �eld strength of
5 mT and a frequency of 1130 Hz for polymer coated particles in water, 1 mM
PBS and 13.5 mM PBS over time. The initial particle concentration amounts to
10 µg/ml.

Good long-term stability of the nanorod dispersions in water obtained by the
amphiphilic polymer approach is demonstrated in Fig. 5.24. Here, measurements
by the PlasMag setup in rotating magnetic �elds at a particle concentration of 100
µg/ml are shown. Phase lag spectra of the same nanorod dispersion are recorded
at four di�erent dates. The phase lag traces agree to each other within a maximum
absolute variation of less than two degrees even after more than eight weeks of
exposure to the aqueous solvent, which shows both the protective nature of the
noble metal shell against oxidation of the magnetic core and the stability of the
dispersion against agglomeration.
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Figure 5.24.: Phase lag spectra of an aqueous dispersion of polymer coated
nanorods (100 µg/ml) measured at di�erent time intervals in rotating magnetic
�elds of di�erent �eld strengths.

Biotin-Streptavidin Assay

Following a biotinylation of the nanoprobes, biotin-streptavidin model assays
were executed. Results obtained by the PlasMag setup are shown in Fig. 5.25.
Here, two sample solutions containing biotin-functionalized noble metal coated Co
nanorods dispersed in water are measured in parallel at certain time intervals. The
y-axis displays the measured change in phase lag of the nanorods with respect to
their initial phase lag value (approximately 35◦ at 1 mT and 1130 Hz). At certain
times (indicated by the arrows), drops of di�erent volumes containing streptavidin
protein are added, so that the overall streptavidin concentration amounts to 33
nM and 179 nM after each drop addition. At the same time, the particle concen-
tration is lowered and decreases from initial 460 pM to 452 pM and �nally to 412
pM. The streptavidin protein, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with a molecular
weight of about 60 kDa, is dissolved in PBS bu�er, so that with each drop a small
amount of PBS is added as well. The �nal concentration of PBS amounts to 20
µM and 110 µM respectively. In order to keep the volume of the reference sample
equal, PBS-bu�er drops without streptavidin are added to the reference sample
at the same times. The table in Fig. 5.25 gives the respective sample volume
(vol.), nanorod concentration (NR) and streptavidin concentration (Str.) before
and after each added drop. While the phase lag of the reference trace changes
stochastically within a maximum range of less than two degrees (corresponding
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to the measurement uncertainty), the sample trace shows an increasing phase lag
for each streptavidin drop addition and reaches a maximum phase lag change of
about 5◦.

Figure 5.25.: Biotin-Streptavidin binding assay results. Phase lag change of
biotinylated nanoparticles after addition of streptavidin. Two sample solutions of
biotin-functionalized particles are measured in parallel over time and under
addition of streptavidin or pure PBS bu�er solution respectively (drop addition
indicated by the arrows). The shown table gives the respective sample volume
(vol.), nanorod concentration (NR) and streptavidin concentration (Str.) before
and after each added drop.

These results demonstrate the concept of the PlasMag approach and serve as a
�rst proof of speci�c binding.

Herceptin-sHER2 Assay - Measured Rotational Dynamics

The �nal proof of concept is the conduction of the assay for the detection of sHER2
protein as an important cancer biomarker of metastatic breast cancer (see chapter
2). Recombinant human sHER2 was purchased from eBioscience. Nanoprobes
with Herceptin functionalization were prepared to speci�cally bind the sHER2
antigen (see chapter 5.1.1 for details on the functionalization procedure).
Following initial binding tests, PBS bu�er was replaced for the sHER2 assay by

TBS (Tris-bu�erd saline) bu�er solution with 25 mM Tris and 150 mM NaCl at
a pH of 7.4 (chemicals purchased from Sigma-Aldrich), which leads to a higher
assay sensitivity in comparison to PBS. Fig. 5.26 shows a characterization of
nanoprobe dispersions for an applied external magnetic �eld strength of 5 mT.
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Phase lag spectra of nanoprobes before (black markers) and after (red markers)
functionalization with Herceptin antibodies are presented. Results of a following
addition of large amounts of BSA as unspeci�c binding control are represented by
the green markers. Finally, an amount of sHER2 protein su�cient for saturation of
the antibody binding sites (positive control using sHER2 protein) is shown by the
blue markers. Measured data is compared to corresponding �ts (lines) according
to the empirical model of Yoshida et al, described in chapter 3.3. Clearly, the
phase lag of the nanorods with respect to the applied rotating magnetic �eld
increases with the binding of both Herceptin antibodies and sHER2 antigen.
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Figure 5.26.: Phase lag spectra (5 mT magnitude) of Co core / noble metal
shell nanoprobes at a particle concentration of 10 µg/ml (about 240 pM). The
black dots correspond to only PMA-coated nanoprobes in bu�er, while the red
dots show the frequency behavior of Herceptin-functionalized nanoprobes. Green
dots represent measurements of functionalized particles after addition of a high
amount of BSA (15 µM) which does not change the signal, while the blue dots
show measurements of Herceptin-functionalized nanoprobes with added BSA (15
µM) and 200 nM sHER2
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Herceptin-sHER2 Assay - Data Fitting Procedure

Data �tting is executed in a two-stage �tting procedure, which is schematically
shown in the �ow chart in Fig. 5.27. A detailed discussion of the individual steps
of the �tting procedure is given in the following paragraphs. All values derived
via the �tting procedure are summarized in the tables in Fig. 5.28. The table in
Fig. 5.29 shows only those parameters, which are characteristic for the Herceptin
functionalization and a full loading of the nanoprobes with sHER2. For the here
presented �t procedure, a Gaussian distribution of the used particle parameters is
applied with mean values µ and standard deviations σ.
For an interpretation of the observed rotational dynamics, an additional hy-

drodynamic shell is assumed. Realistic parameters for the polymer coating, that
can be used for describing the PlasMag measurements, can only be obtained with
particles in solution. Due to the lack of a reliable and comparable measurement
method, it is best to use physical parameters derived by TEM imaging of the plain
nanorods as basis for the �tting and not to determine the geometry parameters
after the polymer coating. As the geometry of the Co core nanorods is more ho-
mogeneous than the one of noble metal coated particles, it is advantageous to use
the bare Co nanorods as starting point for the determination of the geometry pa-
rameters. This means that the hydrodynamic shell includes the noble metal shell,
the polymer coating and the stagnant surface layer of immobile �uid. The mean
length µTEML of the Co core particles is 52 nm and the mean diameter µTEMd is 5
nm, while the particle's magnetic moment µTEMm can be calculated by the volume
of the magnetic nanorod and the saturation magnetization of Co (MS = 1.44·106
A/m)31 and amounts to 1.49·10-18 Am2. Oxidation and subsequent reduction of
the magnetic moment of the Co core can be excluded due to the long term particle
stability in aqueous solution measured before (shown in Fig. 5.24). By proceed-
ing this way, the mean values for the length, the diameter and subsequently the
magnetic moment are determined independently by TEM.
In the �rst �tting step, the hydrodynamic shell thickness µthydro is added to

the mean values of the geometry parameters derived by TEM to obtain a mean
hydrodynamic length µhydroL and diameter µhydrod (see equations 5.12 and 5.13).
Particle agglomeration, which originates from the noble metal shell and the PMA
coating procedures, is considered via the standard deviations of the hydrodynamic
length, the hydrodynamic diameter and the magnetic moment. The same accounts
for inhomogeneities of the noble metal shell and the PMA coating, which lead
to a particle degradation over time. Therefore, the standard deviations that are
derived from the �tting procedure for the length σhydroL , the diameter σhydrod and the
magnetic moment σhydrom are much higher than expected from the TEM analysis.
The standard deviation of the additional hydrodynamic shell thickness is included
in the standard deviations of the other parameters.

µhydroL = µTEML + 2µthydro (5.12)

µhydrod = µTEMd + 2µthydro (5.13)
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Fits are executed for the phase lag spectra of PMA covered nanoparticles dis-
persed in TBS bu�er solution measured at three di�erent magnetic �eld strengths
of 1, 2.5 and 5 mT. This results in a mean hydrodynamic particle length of
µhydroL =63±45 nm, a mean hydrodynamic particle diameter of µhydrod =16±6 nm,
and a mean magnetic moment of µhydrom =1.49±0.85·10-18 Am2. Therefore, the
additional hydrodynamic shell thickness µthydro after the PMA coating amounts
to 5.5 nm. This is a reasonable value, as the shell comprises the noble metal
shell (about 1.8 nm, see chapter 5.1.1), the surfactants (HDA and LA, with a
chain length of the longer HDA of about 2 nm according to the chemical formula
CH3(CH2)15NH2 and the mean carbon-carbon bond length164), the PMA polymer
shell (interlocking with the surfactant chains), and the stagnant surface layer of
immobile �uid due to the ions present in the solution. The free parameters for
this �rst �tting step are the mean value of the hydrodynamic shell thickness µthydro
and the standard deviations of the hydrodynamic length σhydroL , the hydrodynamic
diameter σhydrod and the magnetic moment σhydrom (i.e. 4 free parameters, see Fig.
5.27 and Fig. 5.28).
In the second step of the �tting procedure, the measured phase spectra of Her-

ceptin functionalized and fully antigen coated nanoprobes are �tted at 5 mT
external magnetic �eld strength (see Fig. 5.26 for the measurements and Fig.
5.27 for the �tting procedure). Here, the parameters derived from the �rst �t-
ting step are used as a basis and an additional shell thickness tbio consisting of
the antibody and the antigen respectively is assumed (see equations 5.14 and
5.15). Therefore, the second �tting step involves only two free �tting parameters,
which are the mean value µtbio and the standard deviation σtbio of the additional
hydrodynamic shell thickness (see Fig. 5.27 and Fig. 5.28). Additional shell
thicknesses of µtHerceptin=15±9.5 nm for Herceptin functionalized nanoprobes and
µtsHER2=25±13 nm for antigen coated nanoprobes are obtained. This is an increase
in shell thickness by a factor of 1.67 upon binding of antigen molecules. The av-
erage molecular weight of Herceptin is 146 kDa,165 while the average molecular
weight of the used sHER2166 is 87 kDa, so that the increase in weight amounts
to 1.68, which �ts well to the increase in additional shell thickness, and therefore,
strengthens the obtained �t results. As both the antibody as well as the antigen
are proteins, it can be assumed that their densities are similar, so that it is valid
to compare the increase in shell thickness with the increase in molecular weight.
Moreover, the obtained shell thickness upon antibody binding suits well reported
sizes of antibodies.167�169 The relevant parameters derived by the �tting procedure
for the antibody functionalization and the full coating by antigens are summarized
in Fig. 5.29.

µbioL = µhydroL + 2µtbio (5.14)

µbiod = µhydrod + 2µtbio (5.15)

The method for the �ts, which are executed to describe the obtained measure-
ment data, is a procedure, which involves a loop-wise execution of calculating the
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Figure 5.27.: Flow chart demonstrating the two-step �tting procedure. The
derived parameters are given for each involved step for the length L, the
diameter d, the magnetic moment m and an additional shell with thickness t
(mean values µ and standard deviations σ). TEM image analysis serves as a �rst
basis for the determination of the particle parameters. By the measurements and
the respective �tting of only PMA coated nanorods and under the assumption of
an additional hydrodynamic shell thydro and particle aggregation, the main
hydrodynamic parameters are derived, which describe the rotational behavior of
nanoparticles after the PMA coating. These parameters are used for �tting the
phase lag behavior of Herceptin functionalized as well as fully sHER2 coated
nanoparticles, which results in the determination of the values for the
thicknesses of the corresponding shells (µtbio , σtbio). Details on each step are
given in the text.
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Figure 5.28.: All parameters, which are derived via the di�erent steps of the
�tting procedure. Mean values µ and standard deviations σ of the length L, the
diameter d and an additional shell with thickness t are given.

Figure 5.29.: Mean values and standard deviations of the parameters, which
are used to characterize the functionalization with Herceptin as well as the full
loading with sHER2.
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phase lag based on the mathematical model, comparison to the measured data
and subsequent adjustment of the calculation parameters. The latter are varied
within physically reasonable ranges. Stop criteria for the �tting procedure are
de�ned. Regarding the lengths parameters, the �tting is stopped once a variation
of less than 0.1 nm does not improve the result. The stop criterion for the stan-
dard deviation of the magnetic moment is ful�lled for a variation of less than 1%
of the mean value. An attempt of a purely mathematical �tting (minimization
of the di�erence between measured and calculated data) has been made, but due
to the complexity of the rotational dynamics, no physically reasonable result can
be found. The knowledge of the curvature of the obtained phase lag spectra in a
frequency regime beyond the measured one is a crucial requirement for obtaining
a reasonable �t. Thus, the here used �tting approach is favorable, which results
in both �ts with a good agreement to measured data and reasonable parameters
derived from the �tting procedure.

Herceptin-sHER2 Assay - Limit of Detection

Phase lag spectra as shown in Fig. 5.26 are well-suited for characterizing the
nanorod dispersions and extracting average molecular shell thicknesses by �tting
the spectra. However, for actual measurements it is su�cient to only look at
the relative phase lag di�erence of the nanoprobes exposed to the sample with
respect to nanoprobes immersed in a reference solution at a single magnitude and
frequency of the applied rotating magnetic �eld. Fig. 5.30 shows the relative
phase lags for di�erent concentrations of sHER2 sample dispersions along with
a logistic �t at a frequency of 1030 Hz and 5 mT �eld strength. Clearly, the
measured phase lag di�erence increases systematically with the concentration of
added sHER2 antigen. This indicates an increasing hydrodynamic volume of the
nanorods due to binding of sHER2 protein to the immobilized Herceptin antibod-
ies. The error bars in the �gure are calculated with the standard deviations of the
single measurements using the error propagation law (the error of the reference
measurement is added to the error of the sHER2 measurement). All measure-
ments are done under physiological salt conditions with a large amount of BSA
protein present. Albumin is the most abundant protein in human serum and is
used here at a concentration of 15 µM corresponding to a serum dilution factor
of about 40,170 which demonstrates the feasibility of the PlasMag homogeneous
immunodiagnostic measurement principle in a relevant environment.
The logistic function for �tting the obtained measurement data for di�erent

concentrations of the antigen takes the form:

∆φ(c) =
A−B

1 +
(
c
c0

)α +B, (5.16)

with the measurement signal without antigen present in solution A=0◦, the satu-
ration phase lag change value B=14.3◦, the concentration at half of the maximum
measured signal c0, and a value α, derived from the �t.17
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The logistic �t indicates a limit of detection of approximately 20 nM, i.e. the
phase lag change is greater than 2.5 times the standard deviation.

Figure 5.30.: Dependence of the measured phase lag di�erence on the
concentration of added sHER2 antigen (di�erence with respect to a reference
sample without added sHER2). The measurements are carried out at a �eld
strength of 5 mT and at a frequency of 1030 Hz.

Herceptin-sHER2 Assay - Nanoprobe Concentration vs. Limit of

Detection

A simple strategy to improve the limit of detection (LOD) is to decrease the
number of used nanoprobes, which results in an increase of target molecules per
nanoprobe. The binding mechanism of antibodies to antigens relies on an a�nity
binding, which involves binding kinetics. For a homogeneous assay principle like
PlasMag, the binding kinetics are very fast due to the three dimensional di�usion
of both binding partners, so that the equilibrium state is re�ected by the mea-
surements. The strength of an antibody antigen bond is described by the binding
a�nity constant.
The formation of antibody-antigen complexes can be well described by the law

of mass action.171 Here, the relation between the concentration of free antibod-
ies [fAb], free antigens [fAg] and the concentration of formed antibody-antigen
complexes [AbAg] is

[fAb] + [fAg]
ka−⇀↽−
k
d

[AbAg], (5.17)
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with the rate constants of forward and reverse reactions ka and kd.
171 The law of

mass can also be expressed as

K =
ka

kd

=
[AbAg]

[fAb][fAg]
, (5.18)

where K is called the binding a�nity constant.171 By introducing the equilibrium
dissociation constant KD as the reverse of the binding a�nity constant, it follows
that171

KD =
1

K
=

[fAb][fAg]

[AbAg]
. (5.19)

To calculate the number of formed complexes, the concentration of free anti-
bodies is replaced by the concentration of initial antibodies subtracted by the
concentration of formed complexes

[fAb] = [Ab]− [AbAg], (5.20)

and the same is done for the free antigen concentration

[fAg] = [Ag]− [AbAg], (5.21)

so that by inserting 5.20 and 5.21 in 5.19, a quadratic equation is obtained for the
concentration of complexes [AbAg]:

KD[AbAg] = ([Ab]− [AbAg]) ([Ag]− [AbAg]) . (5.22)

Thus, it follows that the concentration of formed complexes is given by

[AbAg] = −(−KD − [Ag]− [Ab])

2
+
(−)

√
(−KD − [Ag]− [Ab])2

4
− [Ab][Ag], (5.23)

with only the + sign resulting in a reasonable result.
To solve equation 5.23 a medium number of ten immobilized functional Her-

ceptin antibodies per nanorod and an equilibrium dissociation constant KD=0.49
nM is assumed.172 The calculations result in Fig. 5.31, which qualitatively demon-
strates the antibody receptor coverage for the Herceptin-HER2 assay system. It
can be seen that by decreasing the detectable nanoprobe concentration, it is possi-
ble to improve the analyte LOD. Generally, the better the a�nity constant of the
antibody to the antigen, the more can be gained from a decreased detection limit
of the nanoprobes. Also, a further increase of the thickness of the noble metal
shell of the Co nanorods will enhance the optical signal ampli�cation by excitation
of localized plasmon resonances within the shell, which will help to detect lower
nanorod concentrations.
The incubation time is limited by the di�usion of the nanoprobes as well as of the

analyte molecules and it can be expected that the incubation time will be increased
for low concentrations of the binding partners. However, for the concentrations
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used in this thesis, no time depending e�ect is observed and the measurements
can be carried out directly after mixing the reagents. Here, the incubation time
is the time needed for mixing the reagents and starting the measurement (less
than 5 min), and it is long enough to observe measurement results of the analyte
binding that are stable over time.

Figure 5.31.: Calculated dependence of the antibody receptor coverage ratio on
the concentration of antigens and nanoprobes present in solution.
Herceptin-sHER2 assay with an equilibrium dissociation constant of KD=0.49
nM.

The measurements of the sHER2 assay prove the PlasMag principle for speci�c
binding of analyte molecules in the presence of large concentrations of albumin
protein as unspeci�c binding control in a bu�ered solution at physiological salt
conditions. The analyte LOD of 20 nM of these measurements is still above the
clinically relevant value of 140 pM. As regards a comparison to an established
measurement method, the Siemens ADVIA Centaur instrument, which is not ap-
plicable for POC testing, reaches a limit of detection of about 5 pM.26 However,
the calulations of the dependence of the nanoprobe concentration on the receptor
coverage, which directly translates into the measurement signal, shows that by
decreasing the nanoprobe concentration, clinically relevant LODs can be accom-
plished by the PlasMag measurement method.
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6. Conclusions and Outlook

It is expected that in the near future automated and easy to use POC measure-
ment devices will play a major role in the diagnosis of various diseases. Among
the di�erent methods for diagnostics, the detection of biomarkers has gained great
attention in the last two decades. In this thesis, a new approach (PlasMag) for
biomarker POC testing is presented that enables homogeneous label-free biosens-
ing. A versatile method of an easy to use and fast measurement technique for
POC applications has been realized.
The nanoparticle-based measurement method is based upon the optical detec-

tion of the rotational dynamics of nanoparticles immersed in the sample solution.
For this purpose, hybrid nanorods with magnetic and optical anisotropic proper-
ties are employed, which are rotated in an external magnetic �eld. The measure-
ment signal originates from changes of the hydrodynamic volume upon binding
of analyte molecules that lead to altered rotational dynamics. To be more pre-
cise, the nanorods experience a drag torque that results in a phase lag between
the main axis of the nanorods and the external rotating magnetic �eld. Changes
of the hydrodynamic volume lead to altered phase lags, which are recorded in
dependence of the frequency and the magnitude of the external magnetic �eld.
Within the scope of this thesis, the PlasMag measurement method itself and its

underlying fundamental principles were discussed including the involved physics
that present a theoretical background needed for the interpretation of the achieved
experimental results. Modeling of the optical, magnetic and hydrodynamic nanorod
characteristics within the scope of current physical and chemical particle fabrica-
tion techniques enables to determine the properties of the best suited nanoparticle
type. Furthermore, the theoretical modeling supports the identi�cation of impor-
tant parameters for a suitable measurement setup. As a result of the modeling, Au
shell coated Co core nanorods with a 5 nm thick Au shell, a �xed core diameter of
6 nm and a variable core length that depends on the actual laser light wavelength
are identi�ed as optimal. To enable successful biomarker detection, a measure-
ment setup ful�lling the experimental requirements for PlasMag biosensing has
been realized and characterized.
For an experimental proof of principle bare magnetic nanorods (Co and Ni) as

well as Co nanorods coated by a noble metal shell were used.
A �rst demonstration of the PlasMag measurement principle is given using bare

Co nanorods dispersed in organic solvents. It could be shown that, in principle,
the obtained signal suits the theoretically expected behavior. However, particle
agglomeration and stabilization in aqueous solution is a major concern, so that
bare Co nanorods are no suitable particle types for the proposed measurement
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method.
In a next step of validating the PlasMag principle, single particle dispersions of

Ni nanorods have been employed, and unspeci�c binding of protein to the surface
of the nanorods has been shown. Here, protein binding mimics antibody binding
for a future speci�c detection of biomarkers. Fitting of observed phase lag spectra
for the rotational dynamics of bare and protein coated nanorods with a recently
developed theoretical model revealed hydrodynamic size volume changes upon
protein binding that can be well explained by the size of the protein and changes
of the stagnant surface layer. Moreover, electrophoretic mobility measurements
by an alternative measurement method prove the results obtained by the PlasMag
method. Due to the large geometric dimensions of these nanorods compared to
the Co nanorods, their suitability for PlasMag measurements is limited as the
achievable sensitivity can be expected to be comparably low.
Once noble metal shell coated nanoparticles have been available, speci�c binding

of analyte molecules was made possible. Noble metal shells composed of Au and
Pt have been synthesized around a Co core and serve as a protecting layer. Fur-
thermore, particle stabilization in aqueous bu�er solutions has been achieved using
an amphiphilic polymer coating process. The polymer coating allowed to fabri-
cate nanoprobes with biotin and antibody functionalization. Biotin-streptavidin
binding assays have been conducted and serve as a �rst proof of speci�c binding.
For the �nal proof of principle of the PlasMag method, a binding assay of the
breast cancer biomarker sHER2 has been realized. Measurements at physiological
salt conditions and under addition of large amounts of albumin protein to mimic
serum-like properties prove the suitability of the measurement method. Fitting
the obtained phase lag spectra results in reasonable increases of the hydrodynamic
volume and suit the measured behavior. Changes of the rotational dynamics upon
antibody functionalization and upon analyte binding are well described by the
model. A limit of detection of 20nM has been be achieved.
Future optimizations of the measurement method a�ect the physical as well

as the biochemical properties of the used nanoparticles and modi�cations of the
measurement setup. Mainly two strategies can be used to further improve the
limit of detection: First, a decrease of the used nanoprobe concentration within the
sample solution, and second, a modi�ed functionalization procedure that increases
the relative change in volume upon binding of analyte molecules.
The particles derived by electrochemical deposition into commercial nanoporous

membranes can be further optimized by decreasing the diameter and subsequently
the volume of the obtained nanorods. For this purpose, membranes with pore di-
ameters down to 13 nm are available. Furthermore, the stabilization of these
nanorods by applying suitable surface chemistry can be improved. By using
nanorods composed of Ni with Au on the tips only, a particle type is presented
that provides an option for a localized functionalization on the Au tips. This
would result in an increased sensitivity upon analyte binding due to the enlarged
relative change of nanorod drag torque compared to a homogeneous binding over
the whole particle surface.
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Generally, independent of speci�c synthesis methods applied, the nanoprobe
limit of detection can be further enhanced by the large scattering cross section
inherent to localized plasmon resonances excited within the noble metal shells.
By enhancing both the optics of the instrument (scattering geometry) and the
noble metal shell of the nanorods, the detectable nanoprobe concentration can
be decreased. Furthermore, the noble metal shell can be used to do multiplexed
analysis of the sample solution by a spectral separation of the longitudinal plasmon
resonance of di�erently functionalized nanoprobes.
The law of mass action allows to describe the formation of antibody-antigen

complexes and to evaluate the theoretically possible limit of detection depending
on the concentration of used nanoprobes. It has been shown that by a further
decrease of the nanoprobe concentration, the limit of detection can be lowered as
well and that a clinically relevant sensitivity can be reached. Thus, by optimizing
the assay system and testing di�erent types of antibodies, the PlasMag system
can be improved accordingly.
Another option for optimizing the measurement method is to use fragmented

antibodies, which possess the antigen recognizing fragment only. Thus, the relative
increase in hydrodynamic volume upon antigen binding can be enhanced, which
subsequently increases the sensor's sensitivity. Alternatively, aptamers can be
used instead of antibodies. These are nucleic acid or amino acid based small
molecules able to bind to a speci�c analyte. Their bene�t would be the smaller
size of the aptamer compared to an antibody.
Regarding a future optimization of the measurement setup and its speci�ca-

tions, the �ts to the sHER2 measurements can be used to de�ne the optimal
working point. Fig. 6.1 shows the calculated phase di�erence between antibody
functionalized and fully target molecule loaded nanoprobes in dependence of the
�eld strength and frequency. A maximum signal is achieved at approximately 1
kHz (only slightly shifted with the �eld magnitude), which decreases quickly at
lower frequencies. Increased �eld magnitudes result in increased phase di�erences,
but with a weak dependence. Therefore, a modi�cation of the measurement setup
to reach magnetic �eld strengths up to 10 mT at frequencies around 1 kHz seems
reasonable. The increase in �eld strength does not only enlarge the obtained phase
lag, but also results in an increased alignment ratio of the nanoparticles, which
further optimizes the obtained measurement signal.
Further steps to clinically validate the biosensing principle are measurements

of cell lysates consisting of in vitro grown cells that are forced to produce a high
amount of HER2 protein. As the lysate is a complex mixture of all the molecules
present in the cell culture including, HER2, other proteins, lipids, and nucleotides,
its complexity is comparable to serum. Thus, it is well suited for future tests
of the PlasMag system. Mouse serum of animals with cancer showing elevated
levels of sHER2 can be used as well. The �nal clinical proof of principle can
be accomplished by measurements of human serum and added amounts of sHER2
protein followed by measurements of serum of cancer patients and healthy controls.
Furthermore, testing for di�erent biomarkers suitable for alternative POC appli-
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Figure 6.1.: Calculated phase di�erence between antibody functionalized and
target molecule loaded nanoprobes to identify an optimal working point of a
further optimized measurement setup.

cations will demonstrate the broad suitability of the PlasMag biosensing method.
To conclude, this thesis summarizes the theoretical background as well as the

experimental conditions that are needed for applying the PlasMag measurement
principle. Measurements that prove the biosensing method are presented and an
outlook is given that provides strategies for a further improvement of the tech-
nique. Based on the results presented here , it appears promising to further con-
tinue working on the measurement method and to develop it towards an applicable
POC testing instrument.
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A. Coil Characterization

The coils are wound with a copper wire of 1 mm diameter on polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) holders and possess diameters in the center of the winding pack of 150 mm
(289 windings) and 70 mm (196 windings), respectively. The generated magnetic
�eld is simulated by Femlab for each coil in order to test the homogeneity. In Fig.
A.1 the resulting simulated magnetic �ux density magnitude is plotted for each
coil pair in a radial cut plane and for an applied current of 10 A. The component
of the magnetic �ux density in direction of the coil axis along a radial line in the
coil pair center is plotted in Fig. A.2. Both �gures demonstrate good homogeneity
of the magnetic �ux density in the center of the setup where the sample is placed.

Figure A.1.: Simulated magnetic �ux density for the large Helmholtz coil (a)
and the small coil (b) for an applied current of 10 A.

In the measurement setup, the phase of the applied magnetic �eld is deduced
from the phase of the voltage drop across a shunt resistor. Here, it is assumed that
there is no phase di�erence between the magnetic �eld and the shunt resistor. As
real coils also possess parasitic capacitances between their windings, this is only
the case for negligible capacitive parasitic currents. Fig. A.3 shows the equivalent
circuit diagram of a real coil along with the shunt resistance R1. If the values of
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Figure A.2.: Simulated magnetic �ux density for the large Helmholtz coil (a)
and the small coil (b) caused by a current of 10 A.

the ohmic coil resistance R2, the inductance L2 and the parasitic conductance C3

are known, this equivalent circuit can be used to determine the phase di�erence
between the measured shunt current I1 and the ohmic coil current I2 that generates
the magnetic �eld.
The inductance and capacitance of each coil pair was measured with a LCR

meter (Agilent 4284A). First, the inductance has been measured at a low fre-
quency of 20 Hz relying on a serial L-R model, while the capacitance has been
calculated after measuring the resonance peak of the impedance (see Fig. A.4) by
the resonance condition:

fres =
1

2π
√
LC

. (A.1)

Furthermore, the inductance and capacitance of each coil have been calculated
based on theoretical models,173,174 and the obtained values have been compared
to the measured ones in Fig. A.5. While the calculated inductance values �t well
to the measured ones, the capacitance values di�er more signi�cantly, which can
be attributed to the approximations made for the capacitance calculations.173,174

Calculating the phase di�erence between the shunt and �inductance current�
shows that the phase shift stays below 10-3 degrees up to 3 kHz for each coil pair.
These results have also been veri�ed using the 5Spice Analysis software.
To sum up, deducing the phase of the magnetic �eld from the shunt current is

a valid method with negligible error.
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Figure A.3.: Equivalent circuit diagram of a real coil including the shunt
resistor R1.

Figure A.4.: Measured resonance peaks of the impedance Z of both Helmholtz
coils. (a) large coil pair and (b) small coil pair.
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Figure A.5.: Comparison of calculated and measured coil parameters.
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B. Nanorod Synthesis by

Electrochemistry

Electrochemical methods can be applied for the synthesis of nanoparticles of de-
�ned composition and shape. Here, nanorod synthesis by electrodeposition into
nanoporous templates is accomplished by a three electrode system (working elec-
trode, counter electrode, and reference electrode). The working electrode with the
nanoporous template, a platinum grid counter electrode, and a silver/silver chlo-
ride reference electrode are immersed in an electrolyte solution, which contains the
metal to be deposited as dissolved salt (metal cations). By applying an electrical
potential, the working electrode acts as cathode, resulting in a movement of the
cations toward the electrode, and in a subsequent reduction of the ions to bulk
metal. The reference electrode is used to control the applied voltage, whereas the
counter electrode is needed for the charge transfer and to supply the current for
the chemical reduction. The reduction inside the pores results in the formation of
nanorods, which are controllable in length by limiting the overall charge transfer.
To that end, di�erent commercially available templates were tested (track etched

polycarbonate (PC) and anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes from What-
man purchased from VWR, and AAO membranes purchased from Synkera Tech-
nologies). Membranes were characterized by electron microscopy techniques prior
to the electrodeposition. Here, the employed electrochemically deposited mate-
rials are Ni and Au. Synthesis of nanorods of di�erent composition into porous
templates consists of 3 major steps. First, a conducting material (working elec-
trode) is deposited on one side of the membrane to close the pores and to enable
the electrodeposition process, second, the nanopores are �lled with the cations
and these are subsequent reduced to bulk metal by applying a suitable voltage
between the counter and the working electrode, and third, the dissolution of the
membrane to release the formed nanorods. In this chapter, the main synthesis
steps and the main results will be presented. The focus of the deposition results
presented here is based on the di�erent synthesis possibilities, so that information
about the length of the nanorods will not be given.
For the electrochemical nanorod synthesis, a custom built setup in a beaker

glass (500 ml volume) was used, which consists of the mentioned three electrodes
- mounted by polytetra�uoroethylene (PTFE) parts - and additional probes to
control and monitor the temperature and the pH value of the electrolyte (see
sketch in Fig. B.1). An Autolab potentiostat / galvanostat (PGSTAT30) was
used to apply negative DC potentials relative to the reference electrode. The
working electrode was fabricated by di�erent materials either by sputter deposi-
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tion or by thermal evaporation. Indium-doped tin oxide and Au thin �lms were
deposited under Ar atmosphere by DC magnetron sputtering (Leybold Univex 450
C) from 4 inch targets. By thermal evaporation (Leybold Univex 450), thin �lms
of titanium, gold and silver were deposited. The membrane with the deposited
working electrode was �xed on a custom PTFE mount and sealed to avoid con-
tact of the electrolyte to the back side (electrodeposition through the pores only).
Sealing can be achieved either by a rubber O-ring, or by polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS).
For the synthesis of Ni nanorods, a Watts bath was used, comprising nickel

sulfate, nickel chloride, and boric acid dissolved in ultrapure water (300 g/l NiSO4·
6H2O, 50 g/l NiCl2·6H2O, 40 g/l H3BO3) at a pH value of 4.5 (adjusted by the
addition of HCl and NaOH). The temperature of the Watts bath was set to 50◦ C,
and the electrolyte solution was stirred magnetically. The electrolyte for the Au
deposition consist of HAuCl4·3H2 dissolved in ultrapure water at a concentration
of 10 mM. Here, the temperature of the solution was kept at room temperature
and no stirring was employed. Following the electrochemical deposition steps, the
samples were removed from the solution immediately and thoroughly rinsed with
ultrapure water to eliminate residual salts and unreacted products. Afterwards,
the samples were dried under a moderate air �ux at 70◦ C.
Dissolving of the PC membranes was accomplished by dichloromethane (DCM),

CH2Cl2, followed by subsequent washing steps with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and
magnetic separation. The AAO membranes were dissolved by 1 M NaOH and
transferred to IPA by the same procedure as used for the PC membranes.
For the characterization of the initial templates, the Whatman PC membranes

were coated with a 5 nm thick Au layer by sputter deposition to facilitate elec-
tron microscopy imaging. Fig. B.2 depicts that the PC membrane with 50 nm
nominal pore diameter possesses well de�ned pores of low surface density, which
are distributed randomly. Here, the pores are of uniform size through the whole
membrane thickness (20 µm).
In Fig. B.3, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of Ni nanorods de-

posited in a PC membrane of 15 nm nominal pore diameter are shown. Here, a
thermally evaporated silver electrode was used (300 nm thickness) and a negative
potential of 1.1 V was applied. This deposition resulted in uniform nanorods of
about 100 nm diameter. The di�erence between the nominal pore diameter and
the actual nanorod diameter can be attributed to a swelling process of the PC
membrane within the acidic electrolyte environment.
In addition to Ni nanorods, Au nanorods were synthesized within the pores of a

PC membrane (see Fig. B.4 for a corresponding SEM image). Again, homogenous
nanorods were obtained by electrodeposition.
Segmented nanorods of Au and Ni sections can be fabricated by subsequent

depositions of these two metals. Rinsing steps with ultrapure water are required
between the individual electrochemical depositions. Initial results for Au-Ni-Au
segmented nanorods are presented in Fig. B.5. On the SEM image some of the
nanorods seem to consist of di�erent materials, even though alternative charac-
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Figure B.1.: Sketch of the electrodeposition setup in a beaker glass, including
the three electrode system, the temperature probe as well as the pH value probe.

Figure B.2.: Whatman PC �lter membrane with pores of 50 nm nominal
diameter.
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Figure B.3.: Ni nanorods deposited into a Whatman PC membrane.

Figure B.4.: Au nanorods deposited into a Whatman PC membrane.
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terization methods still have to be executed to clearly distinguish among di�erent
metals. Particles with a Au-Ni-Au composition possess the possibility of a local-
ized functionalization on the Au tips only, which would be an option for improving
the sensitivity of the PlasMag biosensing method. Reason for this is the increase
of the drag torque upon analyte molecule binding on the tips of the nanoparticle
compared to a homogeneous binding over the whole particle surface. This e�ect
is especially of importance in case of a very low analyte concentration and low
nanoprobe surface coverage with analyte molecules. Such a localized function-
alization can be obtained by using thiols that strongly bind to Au and weakly
bind to metal oxides, and carboxylic acid with a strong preference for the metal
oxide.175

Figure B.5.: Au-Ni-Au segmented nanorods deposited into a Whatman PC
membrane.

Whatman AAO membranes were characterized by electron microscopy accord-
ing to initial preparation steps used for the PC membranes. In Fig. B.6, both
sides of a membrane of 20 nm nominal pore diameter are shown (60 µm mem-
brane thickness). The pore diameter di�ers substantially (200 nm and 20 nm,
respectively) as well as the homogeneity of the pores. It is obvious that these
membranes are suitable for �ltering applications (i.e. the intended usage) but of
restricted applicability for the synthesis of homogenous nanorods. Nevertheless,
the pore density is higher compared to PC membranes, o�ering the possibility of
larger synthesis batches.
Images of the cross section of these Whatman AAO membranes reveal that

the pore diameter is reduced within the �rst 200-300 nm on the backside of the
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Figure B.6.: Front (left) and back (right) side of a Whatman AAO membrane.
The pore diameter on the front side amounts to 200 nm, while the backside
shows pore diameters of 20 nm.

membrane (see Fig. B.7). Thus, deposited Ni nanorods show a structure according
to this pore geometry (see Fig. B.8). Here, the working electrode consists of a
500 nm thick ITO layer with a 10 nm thick Au layer on the backside. ITO o�ers
the advantage of being dissolvable in NaOH. Therefore, the membrane as well as
the electrode can be etched in one step without attacking the metallic nanorods.
The applied negative potential amounted to 1 V.

Figure B.7.: Whatman AAO membrane cross section.

The AAO membranes purchased from Synkera Technologies possess the advan-
tage of uniform, small pore diameters (down to 18 nm) throughout the entire
thickness (50 µm) of the membrane, and a very high pore density (the suppliers
homepage provides details - www.synkerainc.com). Therefore, these membranes
combine the advantages of both the Whatman PC and AAO membranes. The
working electrode consists of a 500 nm thick ITO layer followed by a 20 nm thick
Au layer, and the applied potential amounted to -0.9 V. The resulting particles
have a diameter corresponding to the pore diameter of about 18 nm. The elec-
trodeposition into these membranes results in a large amount of homogeneous
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Figure B.8.: Ni nanorods deposited into a Whatman AAO membrane.

nanorods, even though the dissolution of the membrane and the particle stabiliza-
tion have to be improved as it is shown in Fig. B.9.

Figure B.9.: Ni nanorods deposited into a Synkera AAO membrane of 18 nm
nominal pore diameter.
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